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The mathema,ti¢.al symmetrie$ of the re;l:.at;lvist;tc equivalent harmonic 
osc;tllator are st;.u~l;f.ed. It is sn,own that the relativhtic. equivalent 
oscillator Hmn:l.ltonia~ posses~es an so<4) x SU(2) invariance group am;l 
an S0(4,1) x SU(2).dyrnam,ic1;1.l, syrqm,etry group. ·A nuclear model based upon 
this relativistic eq'l,li,valent osoi:!.lator is used to calculate the Coulomb 
ene:;rg::t,es of nuclei. The relativistic cot'rections to the results of the 
non-relativistic harmonic oscilJ,.ator shell model are shpwn to be of the 
order of one per cent. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The first part of this work is a study of continuous g~oups and 
their relation to the mathematical symmetries of.the relativistic equiv ... 
alent ·oscillator proposed by Swamy (1), The second part is an applica-
tion of the relativistic equivalent oscillator in an attempt.to see what 
light the Coul.omb energies of nuclei throw on the existence of relativ-
istic motion of nucleons in a nucleus, 
The mot;i.vation for studying th.e group structure of the relativistic 
equivalent oscillator is in keeping .with the interest of physicists in 
recent years in the symmetries and dynamical groups of simple quantum 
mechanic&! Hamiltonians which possess exact solutions (Z, 3, 4), Study 
of these happens to be useful in the context of certain symmetries 
occurring in elementary particle physics. Several papers have appeared 
on the invariance. and non-invariance groups of the non-relativistic 
hydrogen atom, the approximately relativist:i,c Symmetric Coulomb Hamil-
tonian, the exact Dirac Coulomb problem, and the non-:-rel~tivistic har':" 
manic oscillator (5, 6, 7, 8). Of particl,llar interest is the group. 
80(4,1), It has been shown that the v and v1 representations of 
o ,a "11,a 
the continuous class of irreducible representations of this group are 
realized by the bound states of tbe non-relativistic hydrogen atom and 
the exact Dirac Coulomb problem, respectively. In this thesis, it ,is 
shown that the rr; 1 representation of the. discrete class can. be realized ~,~ 
by the solutions of the relativistic equivalent oscillator problem, The 
1 
2 
Dirac Hamiltonian for this latter problem possesses exact solutions, and 
reduces in the. non-relativistic limit to an isotropic harmonic oscilla-
tor with spin-orbit coupling of the Thomas-Frenkel form. It is there-
fore likely to provide an interesting alternative to the hydrogen atom 
for the study of symmetry groups, 
A calculation of Coulomb energies using this equivalent oscillator 
model is carried out with the hope of finding nuciei for which relativis-
tic corrections are not negligible. To ent;ible.comparisons to be made, 
similar calculations are carried out using both the non-relativistic 
oscillator and the.relativistic.equivalent oscillator.shell models, 
Models based on the~e Hamiltonians relate.the Coulomb energy to the 
nuclear radius. The nuclear radius is determined from experiments, to 
within a certain uncertainty, for example by electron scattering or 
µ-mesonic atom X-ray experiments. On the other hand, since the mid-
1930's the experimental Coulomb energy differences of mirror nuclei have 
been taken from S-decay data, or from the Q-values of nuclear reactions. 
These data were then used to estimate the size of the nucleus. Within 
the last ten years, isobaric analog states have been discovered in heavy 
nuclei, resulting in an increase in available data on Coulomb energies 
and nuclear sizes (9, 10), This explain~ the recent interest in the 
study of Coulomb energies and gives a motivation for the application of 
the relativistic equivalent oscillator, 
• 
CHAPTER II 
CONTINUOUS GROUP THEORY 
In this chapter, we discus~ continuous gr,oups, and in par.t.icular, 
those aspects of the subject which are relevant to .the symmetries·of .the 
various quantum mechanical liamiltonians, and their applications;; in 
physics~ The concepts of semisimple Lie algebras, root diagrams, weight 
diagrams, and irreducible representations will be discqssed. Since the 
groups S0(4) and SU(3) are of particular relevance to non-relativisticf 
single partic+e quantum mechanics, and also have connections with the 
relativistic equivalent oscillator, they will be given special attention. 
By continuous groups, we mean.groups of .transformations definec,i by 
continuous, differentiable functions 
= 
(1) 
i = 1,2,3,.,.,n 
The numbers a1 , a 2 , ••• , a r ,are parameters, fixed values of which define 
' 1 1 f . f he ·0 0 0 a part1cu. ar group e ement. I ; starting ram t _ set a1 , a2 , , , • , ar 
of parameters defining tne identity transformation; we. can reach any 
element of the group by a continuous path in the parametrization space, 
then the group'is said to be connected to the identity. For such groups 
there exist differential operators X,, called the infinitesimal genera~ 
1 
tors, by means of which the finite transfotmations•can be built·up by 
repeated application, starting from the identity transformation, The 
3 
4 
connection between.the infinitesimal.generators:and finite .transform.a-
tions was first.studied by S. Lie (11), who showed that 
= (2) 
as a' part·· of· his first -fundamen.tal theorem. 
An example of this is the tw.o dimensional, proper rotation group 
with transformations .defined by 
From the fact·that 
x' 1 
X I 
2 
X I 
1 
= 
= 
= 
we see,that one of the generators is 
(3) 
' (4) 
csi-
The generators form a mathe'D!,a.tical algebra·(l~), called a Lie alge-
bra. To define a Lie algebra, we first give the conditi~n 1;:hi:1,1; thel'.'e · 
exists.a basis set of linearly independent·elements sµqh that'any other 
element X is·a linear combination 
(6) 
Secondly, we require the definition ·of .,a rule of combination whi.ch sat,. 
.... 
isfies the _ closure condi.t_ion , 
5 
= (7) 
m 
where the Ckl·' called structure constant:s, ate numbere. Thirdly, the 
structure.constants must satisfy 
= (8) 
and 
11 (Ckl en.+ ck cnjl. + ck en)= o 
n= n mJ mn · j n . lm (9) 
'J;'he seco.nd and third fundamental theorems of Lie show that the infinite,-
simal generators form a.Lie algebra; with the rule of combination taken 
as the commutator. · In, particular, iie _was able to prove conversely that· 
if the above·re],.ations hold, the Xi are the infinitesimal genera.tors of 
a contin4ous .groupo 
In quantum mechanics, Lie algeb,ras .are formed by Hermitian opera-· 
tors, on Hilbert spaceo Generally speakin~, the operators· ai;e not repre-
sented by homogeneous functio.ns of first derivat;:ives_. · They are not,. 
therefore, generators in the sense.used by Lie. However, the commuta-
tion relation~, and the Hermiticity conditions'are usually enough to 
ensure that the o:perator1:1 have matr,ix elements which, are equivalent t:o 
those.of the Lie generators of a continuous group. Which group and which 
irreducible representations are .realized is determined.by the values of 
certain invar:iant operators ·which commut;:e with all the elements. of tq.e · 
Lie algebtao For a semi.simple Li~ algebra, defined in tp.e next· par.a-
graph, one of these is the ,Casimir invariant ,(13) 
c = E µv XX µ,v. g µ v (10) 
6 
where 
= L ca cs · [c x J = o 
a,S µS va' -' µ (11) 
When,we consider the application of different types of Lie algebras, 
it turns out.that a certain type called a semisimple Lie algebra is of 
most importance. A semisimple Lie algebra is defined as.· a Lie algebra 
which possesses no Abelian invariant subal,gebras, An Abelian invariant· 
subalgebra.is defined as a subalgebra·whose elements comtilute among them-
selves and whose commutators with other elements of the Lie algebra are 
cont,ained in the subalgebra. If the ,requirement that the'elements'of 
the sub algebra commute among themselves is rela.J1;ed, the subalgebra is 
called simply an invariant subalgebra. The very special type of algebra 
possessing no invariant subalgebras is called a simple Lie algebra~ 
E. Cartan (14) gave a necessary and suffi.cient 'condition for a Lie 
algebra to be semisimple (Cartan' s theorem) • The conditipn is that the : 
matrix formed by the metric tensor of Equation (11) be non..:.singular. 
det (g ) 'F O µv 
He also showed that all semisimple Lie al,gebras can 'be. written as a · 
(12) 
direct sum of simple Lie algebras. Hence, the problem of classifying. 
semisimple Lie algebras is reduc~d to one of classifying simple Lie 
algebras. 
The problem of classifying simple Lie al,gebras was solved by E. · .. 
Ca:rtan · (12) and B. L, van der Waerden (15) • Modern discti'ssions of the 
problem have been given by G. Racclh (16) and C. Fronsdal (17) • 
The first·step is to give the J,argest .number of mutually co~uting, 
linearly independent elements. This number is called·the rank of the. 
7 
algebra, and it_ is obviously at 'least one. In stat1.da.rd notatio.n, we_ 
then.write 
[H., H.] = 0 
1 . J 
i;j = 1,2, •• ql (13) 
Cartan proved that the ,remaining basis _.elements of the simple Lie 'algebra 
can ,be chosen.so th~t they satisfy the relation~ 
(14) 
It is_ custom~ry to label the H's ·with numbers for su~scripts, arid the E's.·. 
with Gre_ek letterso The r(a) are c.alled ro~t vectors 'and they play ari 
important role_ in the. classification! ._ If we imagine,_ a. set of ~oordinate · 
axes, with the n~ber of a~es eq~al to the rank of the ,algebra., then ·an . 
. I 
1-dini.ensional gr;:1ph showing all of the root vectors .is:called·a root: 
diagra:mo When the E~ s are properly no.rmalized, the angle between,ned.gh~ 
boring root.,vectors is constant and the diagram is.called-the symmetric:.' 
root diagram~ 
For example, we ccmsider the Lie algebta$ of the special unitary . 
group in three dimensions_, SU (3) , and the special orthogonaL group in 
four dimensions, SO (4) ~ Both .. of · these groups have Lie, algebras of rank 
twoo However, S0(4) does not ha~e a si~ple Lie-~lgebra, since its.Lie 
algebra ·is isomorphic ·to that. _of a direct. sum ._of two simple Lie algebras 
8 
[Jk,Jl] ·- ie:klm J m 
[~,IS_] = ie:klm Km (15) 
[Jk,Kl] = 0 k,l,m = 1,2,3. 
The defining representation of, the group 50(.4} is macje up of all 
four by four real matrices with deter~inant plus one (this is why it is 
called special) which leave invari,ant the form 
The infinitesimal generators of this group have been given, fqr example, 
by Thomas (18) or Bargmann (19). They are 
-i[x - 0- - x ....L] 
a clxe 13 clxa 
a,13 = 1,2,3,4 
and they obey the commutation relations 
If we define pseudovector operators by the relations 
then we get a more transparent form for the commutation relations 
= 
i L e:ijk k 
(16) 
(18) 
(19) 
9 
= i,j,k = 1,2,3~ (19) 
e:."k here is the Levi-Civita symbol, antisymmetric in interchange of ·any 
l.J 
two indices. The local 80(3) x 80(3) structure.is brought out by the 
transformation 
+ + + + + + J = ~(L + M), K = ~(L - M) {20) 
giving the commutation relations (15). 
The symmetric root diagram is shown in Figure'la, artq corresponds 
to the generators 
Jl + i J2 Jl - i J 
Hl J3 E E 
2 
= = = 
a. IT -a.. 12 
(21) 
H2 = K ES 
K1 + i K2 
E 
K1 - i K2 
= = 3 12 -s IT 
The group 8U(3) is defined as the group formed by all, unitary three 
by three matrices. with determinant plus one: 
l; det U + -* = l; u = u 
These matrices'happen,to leave invariant the form 
I z I 2 
(22) 
The infinitesimal, generators which give .the symmetric root diagram are 
1 a a 
Hl = - (x ax - y ay); 213 
H . = l(x l_, + y l) 
2 6 ax ay 
1 a 
- - z -. 3 az (231 
- °!'(I) 
Figure io 
o(( I) 
- 0(( '2) 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Synunetric Root Diagrams of (a) S0(4) and (b) SU(3). 
(c) Weight Diagram of the 3 Representation of · 
SU(3) 
10 
E 
a. 
E 
-a. 
1 
=-
16 
1 
=-. 
16 
a 
x -· ay' 
1 
=-. 
16 
a 
z ~· 
ax' 
E 
{3 
E 
-{3 
1 
=-
16 
1 
=-
16 
a 
z-
ay 
a . 
y az 
When we say that·these operators are the generators, a·certain 
parametrization .is· assumed.. Finite transformations are 'generated by 
U·= 
* . * 
+ t:{3E{3 + E:{3. E _{3 + e:_E_ + e: E ) 
f3 f3 +S -S 
where e:1 and e: 2 are real and e:a.' i;:: 13 , E:_ are complex~ 
{3 
11 
(23) 
(24) 
Now that we have this example, .we are in a position to explain. the 
Na.s's of Equation ·(14). The root diagram of SU(3) is shown in Figure 
lb. All the commutation relations .are given.by this diagram, by reading 
off the root vectors.and a knowledge that 
± 
1 
16 
or O 
-+ -+ -+ 
If the vector a.+ {3 = Y is on the root'diagram, then Na.S :/= O. The 
a.= -{3 cases are given by the root vectors as 
[E ,E ] = ..1.. H 
a. -a 13 1 
[E6,E_6] i_H 1 = + 2 H2 213 1 
[E .... ,E _] 1 1 = -· H --H 
{3 -{3 U3 l 2 2 
(25) 
(26) 
12 
We now go to the irreducible representations of .aemis-impl.e ·Lie 
groups, and their pictorial labelings by means of weights and weight 
diagrams o · 
Let us recall the case .of the SU(2) group. There the irreducible 
representation i,s specified uniquely by giving the value of j, which may 
take on integer or half integer valueso The linearly independent basis· 
f1,mctions are ; 2j + 1 in number, and may be taken to be .eigenfunctions 'of . 
H = J " 1 z If we take ii. = 1, the largest .eigenvalue of H1 is equal to j ~ 
Eigenvalues -j, -j, + 1, -j +2,ooo,j -1,j also existo SU(2) has a 
simple Lie algebra of rank oneo 
If the rank of·the Lie algebra is some number R, > 1, we generalize 
this by saying that there exists a highest weight'vect6r ()1.1 ,:>. 2 , ••• ,fl. 2) 
which specifies the irreducible representation uniquely (up to equi-
valence)o Other.weight vectors are the labels for basis functions be-
sides·the one.cc;>rresponding to the highest weight vector. The·~ompc;>nents 
of the weight vectors are de£ined by the.relations 
= (27) 
where$ is a basis functiono 
For a given irreducible representation, a graph showing the weight. 
vectors is called a weight diagram, Figure le, for example, shows the 
weight diagram.for the defining three by three irreducible representa.-. 
tion of SU(3), and this representation is sometimes denoted 3. 
A more detailed discussion of ·weights and weight 'dia~rams · can be 
found in the articles by Fronsdal (17), Raoah (16), or van der Waerden 
(15) 9 
Let us now discuss the examples,80(4) and SU(3), that is, their· 
13 
I 
irreducible r~presentations. 
Suppose we hav.e a set ·of :Hermitian opeJ:"ators 'which sa~:tsfy the com~ 
muta,tion relations (19) of S0(4) -~ Finding the matrix el;.ements "of .these 
operators is equivalent to the-problem of finding_matrix representations 
of the Lie algebra of the group SO (4). -· These_ matrices tlien generate 
representations of the group S0(4) (but not necessarily si-,:i.gle valued 
representations). If we require e~ch ba.s:t.s f1,1ncti9n to -be 'connected to. 
all the others by the opex-ators of Equation (19), then we.aJ:"e firiding 
"irreducible" representations-.· The solution of this problem for S0(4) 
h~s been discussed by -a number of a1,1_thors, .including _Paul:(. (20) • 
We first find matrix elements of the-subalgebra, 
= (28) 
This can.be done, as is well kn9wn, by appealing to 
(1) c;ommutation ,relations 
(2) Hermiticity conditions 
(3) The value.of the Cas:t:inir,invariant: 
= L 2 + L 2 + L 2 
X y 'Z - L 
2
·+ ! (LL- +LL) 
z 2 +... --+. (29} -
~here 
L+ = L + i L -_ · L = L - i L . , 
. x - y' x y 
the well known · step up and step down ladder opet"ator's in the quantum, 
mechanical theory, of -angula:t;' momentum.~ The derivation can 'be. found; in _ 
the -book'by Me:rzbacher (21) or the paper by Nels.on.(22). The result-is 
that, with standard choices of phases, the .only,nori .. vanishingmatrix 
14 
elements are 
(30) 
<j,µ±ljL± j,µ> = V(j±µ)(j;!:"µ+l} 
where j = O,~,l, ••• ari.d µ = .-j ,-j+l, ••• ,j-1,j, and the SU(2) Casimir 
invariant is 
(31) 
.. +. In order to find the non-vanishing matrix elements of the operator M 
(defined as a Hermitian operator satisfying Equation (19), we now observe 
that the,Casimir invariant and the ·second invariant of the S0(4)' algebra 
are: 
C (1) 
C(2) 
++.++ 
= ~(M•M + L•L) 
(32) 
One method, used by Condon and Shortley (23), is to how take advantage 
of the identity 
(L 2, [L 2 ,Ml) 2+ + -2 + + + = 2 (L M + ML ) - 41 (M • L) (33) 
or 
= 
2+ + 2 + + 2(1 M +ML) - 4(M·L) (34) 
Using the fact•that·the invariant.C(2) must be diagonal within an irre-,-
ducible representation we then get the result 
[(j + j' + 1) 2 - l][(j - j'/ - 11] <ajµjMja'j'µ'> = 0 (35) 
Which implies that the only non-vanishing matrix elements.occur for 
15 
j' = j ± 1 Or j' = .,j (36) 
With this knowledge, we next use·t~e commutation,relation 
[M_,J) = 0 (37) 
to get the identity 
<O( j }(IM_ jor; j-11M+.-9 _ 
J (j-)-{ - I ) ( j -.M ) -
< Ori j µ- I I M_, ~: j-1,M) 
>f ( j-J.A.) (j-,.vt + I) (38) 
Since each si4e of this equaUon is· independent 0£ µ, we cc;mclude 
where <a.j I !Ml la.:j+l,> is a reduced matrix element, independent of µ. 
Simil.~r commutation relations such as 
[L ,M- ] = 2 M 
+ - z 
(40) 
and the Hermiticity condittons can be use<;l for other matrix elements. 
In -order to finally fix the -reduc:.ed.,t2a-trix elements we use. the cqmmuta-
tion relat:i,on 
[.M ,M-] = 2 L + - z (41) 
and the.value of C(2)q This gives, for example, the equation 
l<j II Mllj-1)"1;;. =¥/I [ 2C(l) + 1 - (C}lf - j2 J (42) 
Now 
l<j I IMI lj-t>l 2 >.,. o (43) 
16 
and hence this, together with the fact that the right hand side of .the 
above Equation (42) becomes negative for large j, implies that there· 
must'exist a maximum value of j within an irreducible representation. 
If we therefore choose the phases appropriately, and write the Casimir 
invariants as 
(44) 
then we get 
M±IJ,M) = ±-Af (j +))..)(J +µ-1)' Cj \j-1,» ± ~ - A/ {J+-A)(j±A+l)'Aj lj)M±I> 
± ,v1 ( j i µ. + I ) ( j ± µ-+ 2~ c j + 1 lj + I ) M + 1 > I 
Mz\j,M) = ,J{jtµ)(j-,tA)' cj lj-11µ> -f'(Ajlj)~> 
-,j (j+.JA+ l)(J-A+I )' C j+i I j+I? .A) 
where 
(45) 
i=R 
Here j 0 becomes the lowest value of j within an irreduciQle representa-
tion and j 1 is. one. plus the highest ·value. The label -a. has· been dropped 
since we postulate no higher symmetry than 80(4), hence there cart be no 
extra labels; 
The dimensionality of an irreducible representation is now easily 
seen to be.the sum 
jl-1 
d = j=~ (2j+l) 
0 
= (46) 
17 
If we define new variables k and 1 by the equa~ions 
jl = k +Ji+ 1 (47) 
we get 
d = (2k+1)(2i+l) k,t 1 3 = 0,2·,1,2,ooeo (48} 
This result could have been expected from the fact that 80(4) has a Lie 
algebra which is isomorphic to that of 8U(2) x 8U(i). 
We have thus constructed the Hermitian irreducible representat;io1'.].s 
of the Lie algebra of 80(4). · These representations were found in a. . 
basis in which L and the invariant operators C(l} and C(?) we'.,;e. 'diagonal. 
z 
Alternatively, we could have diagona~ized the operators H1 and H2 which 
correspond precisely to the decomposition suggested earlier in the.dis-. 
cuss ion of weights. However, we would not then have a basis which is 
the same as the one needed in Chapter III. 
Now consider the.8U(3) example. We cquld follow a procedure.similar 
to that outlined above fol;' 80(4). This has been done, for example, by 
Nelson (22), who chose a.basis in which the isospin·operators T2, T and 
z 
the hypercharge 13perator U were diagonal. Instead~ we choose·the 
following procedure, which has. a· closer connectic;m with weight .vectors 
and basis functions. 
l'he highest weight of an SU(3) representation .is given by 
(Carruthers (22)) 
c.E.±9.., p-q) (49) 
2fi 6 
where p and q are positive integers or zero, 11;: has been.shown by 
18 
various authors (Weyl (25), de Swart·· (26); F~ldt (27) that there exists 
a simple scheme of tensor basi~ functions; with p upper an<I, q lower 
indices, for the irreducible represeritat±ons·of .SU(3). We first define 
a.vector by the transformation 
3 
• I~ XL= L 
where a is any of the three dimensional irreducible representation 
matrices~ The complex conjugate is then.denoted by 
It happens that these complex conjugate vectors form a 15asis for the 
conjugate representation 3* of SU(3), as do the pseudovectors 
I 
~L = 2 
where cjk = 
This means that 
'k 
Etj k CJ 
X j l -xk Yj 
With this notation in.mind~ we develop rules for constructing tensor 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
basis functions for irreduciblerepresentations of higher dimensionality. 
The·rules are: 
(1) The tensor must be totally symmetric·. in all p upper indices~ 
(2) The tensor must be totally . symmetric in all ·· q lower indices, 
(3) The tensor must be traceless ((1) and (2) imply that·there 
must be only one.trace, that·is, contraction of only one 
lower and one upper index). 
19 
The rigorous proof will not be given here but it is ·based upon the 
following argu.mentso G:iven a tensor A with p upper and q lower indices, 
we define new tensors B, C, 
. ~ ... r 
B j···J 
~ ••• b 
c,µ iJ" ••. ~ 
'('{\Of~"' h 
D Iv··) 
The representation formed by the subset of the.components of.A 
which are linearly independent .is reducible UIJ.less B, C; and Dare 
(54) 
identically zeroo Henc~, if we mind our p's and q's, we are led to the 
rules (1), (2), and (3)o 
These rules lead to formulas for the reduction of direct product 
representations 0 For example, 
(55) 
where 
(56) 
Gijk 1 i ' xj/) zk + (yjzi i zj) k = -[ (x YJ - - y x ] 3 
Aijk 1 i ' k i k i . i k k'' 'ki k'j 
=. 6[x yJz - x y z~ - xJy z - x yJzi + xJy z + x yiz] 
is. equivalent. to the reduction formula 
3 ~ 3 ~ 3 = 10 + 8+8 + 1 (57) 
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Here the numbers denote dimensionali.ties of irreducible representat;ions, · 
and the numbers on the right hand side of the equati.on are the numbers 
pf linearly independent components of the tensors S, F, G; at1d A, re-
spectivelyo 
Other results·connected with these tensors include the dimensional.,-
ity fonm,1la for irreducible representations of highest weight given, by· 
p and q, This is found by first.consi<;lering a symmet1;ic tensor with 
only upper indices, The indices can only be 1,2,3. Suppose that m.of· 
them are equal to one~ Then because the tensor is symmetric, the number 
of linearly independent compone:pts·is p..,. m + .1, which is true since· 
0,1,2,.,,, or p - m of the remaining inclices mc;ty be 2. The total number 
of linearly independent components is then given by 
p 
= E (p - m + 1) 
m;:o ; t(p + l)(p + 2) (58) 
If we now allow the tensor to have q lower indices, and temporarily 
ignore the restriction that the tensor must be traceless (or actually be 
a.trace in the case of one dimensional representations), the number be-
comes 
Ni = !<P + l)(p + 2)(q + l)(q + 2) (59) 
The trace has·p-1 upper indices and q-1 lower,indices, hence, we have. 
to sul:,tract · 
N3 = t(p) (p + 1) q (q + 1) (60) 
This finally gives the dimensionality formula 
d : (1 + p)(l + q)(l + ~(p + q)) (61) 
This result was'given by de Swart.(26) by this :method; but it has been 
obtained by other authors by other methods~ For ex~ple~ Nelson .(22) 
derived it after constructiµg irreducible Hermitian representations 0£ 
the Lie algebra of SU(3). 
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CHAPTER III 
GROUP STRUCTURE OF THE RELATIVISTIC 
EQUIVALENT OSCILLATOR. 
This chapter is deyoted to the ·invariance.and noninvariance.groups· 
of the relativistic equivalent; osc:Ulator. We begin by discussing the· 
meaning of these terms, and the related problems that have been solved 
previously. The work of Fradkin and Kiefer (7) on the one hand, and 
Malkin and Manko (6, 28) on the ·other, will be discussed in detail. 
These authors discussed the.relativistic hydrogen atom, hence their 
work will serve as an introduction to the results pres·ented in the fiµal 
sections of this chapter, that is, the group structure of the relativis.::. 
tic equivalent oscillator, 
It is well known that the existence of degeneI'.ate.energy levels 
for various quantum mechanical systems can be connected with the fact 
that certain operators' commute with the Hamiltonian, In addition, the 
basis function~ belonging to any given energy level usual+y can be 
shown to realize an irreducible representation.of a Lie group, which is 
called the invariance group of theHamiltonian. A set of operators then 
exists which have the, commutation relations of the Lie algebra of this 
group, 
When slight perturbation terms are added to the Hamiltonian, the 
invariance group is usually destroyed, However, as a part of a larger 
non~invariance group, it is still very relevant to the pro~lem. In 
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their discussion of the problems of applying group theory to elementary 
partic~e physics, 'Barut (29) and BoQm (3) introduced the idea;of a 
dynamical synnnetry group. As used by them, the tetm applies to a Lie 
group for which the set .. of all eigenfunct:i9ns of the -Hamiltonian pro-
vides. a basis for orte, irreducible representation. In addition,. the.· in-
variance group is required to .be a subgroup of the,larger group. If the 
number of energy levels is infinite,. it follows that;: the dynamical sym-
metry group is non-,.compact (a compact ~ie.group is a ~ie_group.whose· 
parameters vary over.a finite range). This·fact'follows from the 
theorem which states that ·.· the unitary_ irreducible representations· of a 
Lie,group cannot be finite dimen:;;ional unless the group.is cempact. 
The Lie,algebra of the.dynamical symmetry group is constructed; of 
course, by including operators which do not commute with the Hamiltonta.n. 
These usually inv.c;:>lve non.,-invariant' (i.e., not commuting with the 
Hamiltonian) generators which take degenei;:ate.set of. eigenfunctions be-
longing to a given energy level.into these of another level. These 
thue help mapping of one subspace of the Hilbert. spac.e into an<;>ther sub-
space. The commutation relatioqs of the Lie algebra may.be realized~ 
not-identically, but only on functions which are.linear combin~tions·of. 
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. That is, the Lie algebra is realized 
only when the commutators operate in the space for which the solutions 
form. a complete, set. This point has been disc_ussed by Mall<:in ,and Manl<:o 
(2). 
There does not seem to.exist a general, infallible,method for find,-' 
ing the~e invariance.and non-invariance gro1.,1ps •. Hence, we ha~e.to dis-
cuss different cases. Iri non-relativistic quarttum mecpanics, invariant 
operators ·can be found by (A). generalizing clas.sical ·• in~egrals of the. 
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motion or (B) picking out the operators which enable a separation of 
variables to be mad,e. The first method is based upon,the correspondence 
between Poisson brackets in classical mechanics and commutators in 
quantum mechanics. 
1 A A 
{F ,G} -+ ffi [F ,G] (1) 
The second method corresponds, for example, to the.existence pf the in-
variant operators 
(2) 
which exist for the non-relativistic isotropic harmonic oscillator due 
to separability in.Cartesian coordinates. 
Neither of these methods works for the relativistic equ~valerit 
oscillator. This is connected with the fact that the Dirac matrices do 
not have a classical analog. 
Malkin and Manko (6) discussed the discrete .spectrum (E < tn) for 
the exact Dirac Coulomb problem and the symmetric Coulomb problem of· 
Biedenharn and Swamy (5). In a second paper,, they discussed the con-
tinuous spectrum (E > m) (28), They showed that 0(4,2) x SU(2) is a 
dyn~ical symmetry group for the discrete spectrum of ho.th problems,. 
For the continuous spectrum~ 81(2,c) x SU(2) was shown'to be an.invar- · 
iance group of the Biedenharn mo<;lel •. 
As an alternative, Kiefer and Fra.dkin (7) showed that 0(4,1) is a 
dynamical symmetry group for the bound state solutions of,both.problems. 
The difference between the two problems lies in the. fact that .the 
S0(4) subgroup is an invarianc;e group only for the symmetric Coulomb 
problem. For both problems, the SU(2) generators 
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-+ -+ -+' 1-+ 
J = r x p + ~ cr (3) 
commute with the Hamiltonian. For the exact Dirac 'problem, however, we 
have in addition only the Lippman~Johnson operator 
s = -[ i Kf, ( H -f 3) + cr- c c1 · r D .1 ~ " 2 , 
'V K /.l -'o (4) 
where 
(5) 
When lic:I f N, this operator causes a doubling of the degeneracy. For 
the Biedenharn-Swamy problem th~re exists a "helic:i,ty" operator.analog-
ous to the above, but there exist in addition other·invariant operators· 
(5). 
The Malkin and Manko treatment of the discrete spectrum of these. 
two problems was'based upon a generalizat:i.on of their earlier treatment 
of the nonrelativistic Coulomb problem. This, in turn, was based upon 
the pioneer work of Fock (30) and Bargman (19). In this approach, we 
write the Schrodinger equatio~ in momentum space, and then.use the Fock 
variables (defined in a subspace of the Hilbert'Space· corresponding to· 
H-+ E) 
(6) 
The solutions of the 'Scl).ordinger equation then corr,espond to harmonic 
polynomials of the four variables~ that is, they are also solutions 
. i' . 
of the four dimensional La.place equation 
0 (7) 
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Malkin and Manko showed that fifteen operators·corresporlding to genera-
tors of the 0(4,2) group existed, and these operators COilllJlUted with the. 
above four dimensional Laplacian when operating on solutions, The next 
step was the addition of the Pauli spin matrices, which gives the dy-
namical symmetry group 0(4,2) x SU(2), because the SU(2) generators 
(Pauli Spin ·Operators) commute with tti,e generators of the 0(4,2) group. 
The generalization of the above to relativistic.problems consists 
of first writing the iterated symm~tric Hamilton;ian in the form. 
(8) 
When this equation is transformed to momentum space, the substitution 
= ,/ 2 E2 
m -
(9) 
leads to an equation of· the same form as the Schrodiri.ger .equation in .. 
momentum space, Since all the Dirac matrices conunute with this new 
equation, the new equation has dynamical symmet:ry 0(4,2) x SU(2;2). The 
SU(2,2) is generated by the Dirac matrices as against·the Pauli matrices 
which generate SU(2)o This similar:i,ty of equations enabled. Malkin and. 
Manko to conclude that the solutions for the discrete spectttlfll of both 
the Biedenharn.model and the exact Dirac equation must provide .a basis· 
for irreducible representations of the 0(4,Z) x SU(2) dynamical symmetry 
group, 
The success pf the method of Fradkin and Kiefer was based upon.a 
familiat;'ity with the irreducible representations. of 0(4 ~1), especial1y 
in the basis given by Strom (31), We first observe that the quantum 
numbers take on the values 
K = - N 1 N + I' I .. T -J' +-I, I ' ' i N-1 
µ-=- -\K\+t ~ .. · - ) IKl-i 
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(10) 
We ne.xt note that these quantum number_s 'have a o.ne to .one correspondence 
with the.numbers used by Strom to label the irreducible representation 
S ( K) + ..l j. p - -2 - 2 2 ) 
ri N- S(K) =. 2 +) I J ••• 
" \ J. - J_ 3 N-~ - I J IK -i - 2 )]"'? .. "") 2 (11) 
-ll<l+-f ;·· ') JI< I - ..l. m ~ - :2.. ' 
By. looldng at the matrix elements of the Lie algebra we verify that; these • 
d II values are actually assume by the Strom parameters. Hence, based on· 
this correspondence between the Hilbert space'of solution~ and the Hil-
bert space for the irreducible representatj,.ons, we conclude that the 
0(4,1) group is a dyna.m.ical symmetry group. 
The next step followed by Fradkin and Kiefe·r was to. proceed with an 
ex;plicit construction of the generators 9 These generators are to satisfy 
the commutation relations of the 80(4,1) Lie algebra· 
[ J~/\ 1 = t~\<:,QMM~) [N~), 1-=- i Mk 
(13) 
[ Nk] N]L J ::. -i Eki>'h Jw.j [Mk, T }:; i Nk 
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Since the ,explicit representation of these opetat;pts is complicated arid 
not too rel.evant'for our purpose, we wil,l not go into this hereo 
We now take up the discussion of the relativistic equivalent oscil"'." 
latoro In the notation of Swamy (1) and with the help of the oscillator 
"helicity" operator (32). the Hamiltonian can be made to simulate fre.e 
particle Hamiltonian 
where 
The normalized solutions are 
where 
S(K) Ji::- ~ 1 1v-Kp) 
;;2. E 
) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
The Fvl are the non-relatiyisti.c isotropic harmonic,oscillator radial· 
wave.functions 
normalized 
2 ).. 2R+ r(v+;_,;-~) 
v l [ f""'(). + 3/:2.) ]2 
we. have . used the confluent hypergeometri,c fun,~.t:.ion 
F ( 0. b · x) - I + .9.. x ' a.co..+i.) ~ + - · • l I 1 > - b .,.. b(b+i) 2! 
(17) 
and 
(18) 
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Thex~ spin-:-angle functions (33) are given by the,Clebsch-Gordan'sum 
.A.-1 \ ,A..Q(K) t j V-'"i' x T 
X k' = L 't)<--r, -r-1 ,,.. lflw/ e,¢) ~ <19) 
"l-- _ l. .l 
,- ~12.. 
where 
We note in passing that the momentUrQ space transformations of the prob-
lem happen,t9 provide no further insight into the group structureo In 
fact, if we transform the wav.e functions to momentum space; we get 
(20) 
Except for different·phases for the small and large components, th~ solu-
tions have the same formo 
The energy is given by 
v.::. 0,1) ~> .. , 
I(=± 1,±2,±3~,, 
Sim::e 2j+l : 2 I KI, the degeneracy of an energy level is given by 
-f\-1 YI+ I 'A+ I 
d =:. L 2IKI + L 211<1 .::: 2 L .( )l<I 
l{.::.-1 I<:::. I K::.l 
- u Cn+-1')c~-+-'l) 
I 2_ 
(21) 
(22) 
This formula suggests the invariance group of ,.the H.amilte>niano We first 
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find the dimensionality formulas for the irred.ucible,r.epreserttations of 
tne groups Sp(2n), SU(n), S0(2n), S0(2n+l), G2, and the otlier exception-
al semisimple Lie groups, These formulas have been 'given by Weyl (34); 
Neeman, (35), Fronsdal et, al. (36) and other authors~ From looking at. 
these formulas, we eliminate all groups exc.ept SU(3) and S0(4), · The, 
degeneracy of the energy levels happens to be four times.the dimensiona,1..:. 
ity of .the (p,q) = (n,O) irreducible representations of St1(3) (Equation 
(61), Chapter II), and twice the degeneracy of a certain series of 
irreducible;representat:i,.ons of 80(4) (Equation (48), Chapter II). Hence~ 
we suspect thatSU(3) x SU(2) x SU(2) or 80(4) x SU(2) is the invariance 
group of this Hamiltonians 
We now show that 80(4) happens to be applicable. To do this, we 
look for invariant operators which correspond: to the.· generators~ 
The angular momentum operator 
(23) 
commutes with the Hamiltonian. There is thus an SU(2) subgroup which 
accounts.for 2j+l of the degenerate states. 
In addition,. the "helicity" operator given above· commutes with the· 
Hamiltonian, and 
Ci4) · 
If we define a.set of operators 
_,. ~ I X -= er· c+ 
J f 3 t?-. t+i \ c2s) 
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we get a second SU(2) algebra: 
(26) 
It .is easy to see that this accounts for the degeneracy with respect to. 
the sign of Ko 
There still remains some degeneracy to ·be acco~nted for, and, the 
next problem is. to find the remaining operatorso From the Lie algebra 
of the genetators of the 80(4) group 
we know that the operator whicl;J. we seek should be:· a vector operator. By 
a vector operator we mean three operators satisfying the. commutation 
relations 
Analogously, a second rank tensor operatqr would be defined by 
The operator 
+ + 
a x L 
is a pseudovector operator which changes the value of K by oneo For 
instance 
(28) 
(29),, 
(30) 
for j = 9.. - ~~ 1( = 9... However, it only changes the a.ngula,: part~of the 
wave function, and needs to be multiplied by.an 'operator which charlges· 
the radial parto With .the help of the ladder·relations 
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(31) 
and the representat:lon 
..,, ..,. . _,, /\[ A + ..L. - rJ.. ~ +- i ] 
o- · p -= - i o- • r cJ r r r (32) 
we introduce the operators 
(33) 
where 
Then e:lther 
or 
:ls an :lnvar:lant operator. When these operators act:on.the spinors [vKµ>, 
we obta:ln 
_fl! I v K µ > ::: 2 ).. ~ ( ~ + 1) (j -.M) (J + M)' / V + 1, J< - I) A ) 
~ I \J I<)>>= 2 A ~(v+ 1) (J-.M) v-,M-1~ Iv+ I) 1<-1, Ai+ 1> 
nt Iv i< A> = -2 ~~(v+ i)Cj+M){j +.M-1 J' lv,.11 K-l 14:--1> (34) 
The matrix elements do n<;>t -correspond .to' those of tlie . irreducible 
representations of 80(4) given ·in.Equation (45), Chapter II. Hence, it 
is not surprising that'the commutation ,rules ate .not the same: 
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Having realized this, it is a straightforward task to cqnstruct .opera-
tors hav:i,.ng the cqrrect·matrixelements, and hence the.correct c<;>mmuta-
tion re.lations o The· resul.t is_ 
A check of· the commut.ation rules then shows .that 
[ f''\) M~ 1.::: 
l J1, 1 Mli.] ::-
[X1<.; M.R.1 =-
i fk 12 ~ Mr(\ 
0 
(37) 
We notice. that the Lia algebr.a. of 80(4) x SU(2) is ·r.e1;1.lbe,d ·and the ,in.;. 
+ -+ 
variants M, J, and X exhaust the degeneracy. 
Now- that _the S0(4) x SU(2) invariance. has been e~tablishedt tlle · 
question remains as to what happended to the SU(3) invariance grqup of 
the .non-relativistic .oscillatoro• Since the radial wave functions are 
the same we might expect: the SU(3) group to .survive. However, ·-t!wo 
poi~ts sh9w that this at:gument is wrong. First, the non-relati,;,i,stic, 
limit of t}:le ·Hamiltonian is (1) 
(38) 
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Hence, -there is a .spin ... orbit ·coupling wh:J,,ch h1;Ls ·shifted the energy 
levels. If we replace . ),, 2 /m by the some . number z , theJ?, there would be no· 
degeneracy exc~pt that of the SU(2) group, 2j+.l •. In letting z go from 
zero to )..2/m., we replace one "acc:l,denta.l" degeneracy by another. We 
c~:nnc;:,t, · in general,. expect 'the group to be' thEr same. The, secQnd point 
has to do with degeneracy also~ · The· relativistic Hatllilfonian possesses 
a degeneracy which is four ti:,:nes th~t <:>f SU(3). It1 order tc:, ·split the . 
states of an energy level into four equal .parts, we.have.to 'split up the. 
SU(2) subgroup formed by the.angular momentµm r;,petators. In doing this; 
we µefeat the original purpose of the.splitting~ 
It now remaim!i to• estal?lish the. non-invariance group fo.r ·the prob- · 
lem. · For this purpose, we follow th~ example set by Kiefer and'Fradkin 
(7). We first .-show that· .t~e states witb; fixed sign '.llf K realize an ;ir- · 
rec;lucible repre1;1eri.tation of the ·group S0(4,l) and then give the.non,-, 
inv?Lriance generators of this-group. StDgm has·given.tlie.irreducible· 
representations 'of .S0(4,1) in the.basis applica,b,le here (31). The states 
wit~ fixed sign o:f K form a· baE;iis fqr the infinite dimensional. irreduci.,._ 
ble representation 1r~,~ in the notation of·StrSm •. Th:is.representation 
belongs to tl').e discrete class, cantraryto'~he oas~s disouseed by Kiefet 
an~ Fradkin. To show this; we proceed as follows. The Casimir'invar-, 
~] 
(39) 
In the.appropriate bE!,sis, we get.the eigenvalues.of the above invar~~nt 
operators as· 
C( I> = _4- [ ( v + I k' I+ :i )z- ~] 
.l. (V+ l~ltf) 
2 
Following the discussion .of Chapter II, we have· 
k 2.-= f [ C ( I') + C l~ ) J :::. J~ ( J < + I ) 
Lz= f[cl1)-tC2)1== J,(J,+1) 
Hence, we .find that 
j = V + jKj - 1 
1 2 j 2 
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(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
and.the dimensionalities ofthe 80(4) irreducible represet1t~tions realized 
are 
d' = = (rt + 1) (n + .2) (43) 
where 
Comparing Equations (43) and (22) we see thaf the doubling of states in· 
dis due to the degerte~acy in the sign of K. The equivalence of the 
(j 1 ,5 2) parametrization to the irreducible representation ,/ of, Strom 
. r,q 
is seen as follows, According to Strom, we have 
r = min(j 1 + J2) 
q = r,r-1,,.,,~ 
(44) 
n = · j2 - jl 
1 = ji + J2 + 1 
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We therefore get 
r = n = q = ~ 
l=v+IKI+~ 
(45) 
The allowed values of j 1 and j 2 ar.e shqwn in Figure 2. This shows'that 
the states with fixed sign of K span an irreducible representation of 
so (4 ,1) 0 
We now proceed with the explicit construction of the ·.relevant· 
operatorso In addition to the 80(4) generators, there exist also a· 
-+ 
scl;llar operator T a:nd a vector operatat N which obey the com,mutat;:.ion . 
For the irreducib+e representation of interest, the scalar operator 
T has the matrix elem~nts specified by 
This operator is represented for positive K by 
(47) 
The operator forilthe other sign of K is given by interchanging 
The pr9je~tion operators· 
1 K 
-(1 +.-) 
2 I KI and 
then enable us to cqnstr.uct. T in general, Th,e vector operator N is then 
• 
J2 
2 
3 
2 
I 
2 
Fi.gure 2 o The Allowed Values of J1 a~d 'J2 Wa,tnirr the · 
Irreducible Repre,aent,atiott 'll'i': .~ .. of 
80(4,1) ·~~ 
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• 
J I .· 
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constructed by means of the relation 
N = ~i[M,T] (48) 
This completes the set ef S0(4,l) operaters. The SU(2) operat6r!:f X ::t,n 
~ ,, 
Equation 2s·are·easily seen.to commute.with T, ancl hence with N. Renee; 
· all the ·operators of the SO (4 ,1) x SU(2) group have 'been realized. 
CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF·COULO:MB ENERGY CALQULATIONS 
The Coulomb energies of nuclei have been under investigation since 
the mid.,.1930 1 so In the early days, Coulomb'energies were'used to esti..-
mate radii of mirror nuclei (isotopic spin T = .~)! The experimental 
energy difference between the nuclei of a mirror pa:ir .was taken,from.f3 
de~ay data, or from the Q values of nuclear reactions.. The·models used 
then yielded the nuclear sizes necessary to.obtain these differences in 
Coulomb energy o In modern t::tmes, howev.er, there are more . accurate. 
methods for determining nuclear sizes. These include µ .. masonic atom x .. 
ray data, and electron scattering data (Hofstadter (37),). Recently, the 
discovery of isobaric analog states in heavy nucl.ei h~s added another 
source of data· (10), besides·increasing .the interest in Coulomb energy 
calculations; The ca.lculat:ions are so far in agreement with charge.in.,. 
dependence of nuclear forces (38), and the interest .in Coulomb energies 
is based in part• upon ·a desire to provide a more stringent .. test .of this· 
point 9 Other nuclear structure effe.cts, such as the differences. between. 
neutron radii and protean radii; as well as the effect:s•of .deformations 
have.also been studied (39). 
In ,the present chapter, we review the methods of.calculation that 
have been used, as ·well· as the interpretations 'which ha.ve been given to 
the resultso In the next ·chaptei::, the relativistic equivalent oscillator 
will be applied in an attempt to see what·modifications of the Coulomb 
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energy originat:e from an,assumed relativistic motion 0f nucleons. 
The simplest model for calculating Coulomb.energies is that of a· 
uniformly charged sphereo This model was considered by Weizsacker (40) · 
and Bethe (41), In this model,.we ,suppose that the,charge density: due. 
to a single proton is distributed uniformlyinsd.de.a sphere.of radius R~ 
This gives the mutual electrostatic .,potential energy of. one' pair·· as. 
w 6 e
2 
= 5 R 
Sini;.e the total number of pairs of protons is ~Z(?:-1)~ then the total 
Coulomb energy iscgiven by 
E 
c 
= 
3 
5 
2 Z(Z-l)e 
R 
If we next accept the saturation property of nuclear densities, 
Leo ~ that the volume of the sphere is proportional to the number of 
nucleons, we get 
R = . r 
0 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
and experimental ·data then tell us that r 
·o 
-13 
= 1 G,2 x 10· · cm gives about 
the right Coulomb enetgyo 
In order to '.lllake·a quantum mechanical estimate, we use the Hartree 
approximation, writing the.total nuclear wavefunction desc1;-ibing the 
notion of Z protons as a Slater ·determiµant (in .order to satisfy the 
(4) 
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We notice that I the restriction .i .'f .j on the s.um .. can be dr.opped since 
those·· terms are zero. This corresponds · to ,adding self ·energy -terms to 
the first part, called the ~irect energy, and adding t~e·negative of 
these . self energr teri:ns to. the , second pa:i::t; called the·• exchange. energy. 
Probably the first .est::(.mate. of these direct anc;l ·.exchange -energies.· 
was made by Flugge (42)~ His direct energy (not including self energy) 
was 
E 
a 
2 
= .J._ Z (Z-:L) e 
;;· . R 
·~: 
and was obtained by assuming angle-indeR~4ent.single.part:i.cle.wave. 
;ft.Z;~, . . . 
functiOns c;,f the ,form 
tjl(r) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
His·evaluat:i,on of.the excha~ge energy, howevei;:, was erroneous, resulting. 
in ·.zero total Coulomb energy for Helium nuclei. 
Bethe (44) evaluated the direct and exchange energies using the· 
statistical model. In thb model, the single particle.wavefunctions are, 
ta.ken as plane waves inside the nucleus; and zero outside correspondi,ng 
to. motion inside .a constant square well with rigid walle, ·The boundary 
condition on.the surface restricts t'h,e values of the particle momeJ;').tUl!l, · 
and in addition, a maximum.allowed momentum is imposed consistent'with 
the total number of occup::(.ed st~tes. If we define ordinary and mixed 
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densities by the equations 
. L ?Ir ~ )2 
fr(~)= k I 't'i (r) (8) 
(9) 
then, if we have an even Z nucleus, and. averag.e :over the spins, we get. 
Bethe evaluated the exchange density by approximating the·sum in Equa-
tion ,(9) by an integral, with the result 
2·3 (10) 
7f r/Z 
Bethe then obtains the Coulomb'energy as 
2 
E = e (Oe600 z2 - 0,460 z4/ 3) 
c r Al/3 (11) 
0 
Much later, Sengupta (43) pointed out that there is an error in the above 
derivation if Z is odd (resulting from an.unpaired spin) 9 The correct 
equation is then 
2 
E0 = eR [0,60 z~ - 0,46 z413 -[1-(-1) 2]0.15] (12) 
In 1938, Bethe calculated the Coulomb energies of light nuclei (44), 
in which the last nucl.eon' s wavefunction was allowed to· extend beyond 
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the radius of the residual nucleus 
ip(r) a. = R r < R 
(13) 
1jJ (r) a. -(r-R)/b = - e , 
r 
r > R 
The constant b was estimated using experiment~lly measured binding 
energies. Alternatively, by .using the results of the statistical model 
for the Coulomb energy, the binding E:nergies of unknown nuclei was es-
timatedo Bethe thu$ was able to draw conclui;;ions about'the stability of. 
unknown nuclei, and he pointed out that this had applications.in astro-
physics. 
Following the supermultiplet theory of Wigner· using LS coupling 
(45), Feenberg and Goertzel (46), tried to stµdy the variation of Coulomb, 
energies from even Z to odd Z nuclei, By assuming ,that nuclear forces 
were not strongly spin ·dependent~ they were able to demonstrate the,im-
portancE! of' a "pairing effect", This effect is ·due to the ·fact· thc:1.t 
nuclear forces are short ranged, and favor paired spins, so that the 
total·proton spin Sis~ for odd Z nllclei and zero for eyen Z nuclei. 
The Piiuli principle then causes a larger probability for two protons to 
be close together if they have paired spins, and hence.a symmetric 
spatial wave function. In quarttitat:tve terms, Feenberg anc:1 Goertzel. 
showed that the Coulomb energy expression ,is·of.the form 
E = .!_ Z(Z-1) L + 1, (Z-~ + ~ (-1) 2)L' 
c 2 · c 8 c (14) 
In the late 1940's and early 1950's, various calculations were made 
using finite and infinite square wel+s, and diffuse.boundary potentials~ 
Cooper and Hen+ey (47) attempted to explain the small radii, r = 1;20 
0 
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fermis, of light nuclei which had be.en found .by.extrapolation fromµ-
mesonic atom experiments. Jancovici (48), calculated the Coulomb energy 
17 17 15 15 differences. of the .0 - F and O - N pairs and showe4 that the.· 
radii needed to match the experimental differences were in serious dis".'" 
agreement with mirror nuclei data~ It was. later pointed out by Sood and . 
Green (49) that the discrepancies were not.so bad, since electron 
scattering data gave larger radii, r = 1.30, for light nuclei that). the. 
0 
µ-mesonic X-ray data. 
Calculations based on an.infinite oscillator ,well and jj coupling 
were carried ot.1.t by Carlson and. Talmi (50) • Their. calculations. showed 
a pairing effect in ·mirro·r nuclei, similar to that considered by Feen- · 
berg and Goertz el. However, they used j J coupling, and to.ok correl,;1 tions 
into account, that is, they assumed that proton seniority was a good 
quantum number,· The seniority, introduced. by Racah (51), is an addition-
al. quantum number used to label 111any particle wave .. funct.ions O If we 
consider a configuration jn of n equivalent particles; the.seniority is 
the ·smallest number of partic:J,..es, ,v, which possess·a state.transforming 
under the.group Sp(2j+J,.) exactly like the state for tq.e nparticles. 
Here Sp(2j+l) is the symplectic group in 2j+l dimension~~ which is the 
group which leaves. invariant a bilinear antisymmetric form of. two vec-
tors (52). The Carlson and Talmi assumption of lowest proton seniprity 
then amounts to assuming that the total angular momentum of. the protons· 
in the j 2 configuration is.J = 0 (seniority v - 0) and J 3 j for the j · 
configuration (sepiori1:y v =,l), For nuclei, in which the forces are. 
short ranged, this happens to be a.reasonable assumption, whereas in 
atomic.physics it would not be reasonable. The application of the above 
n theory leads to the expression for the contribution of the j configura,.- .. 
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tion to the interaction as 
(15) 
Here v2 and V0 are given in terms of Slater integrals·(23), and[%] 
stands for the largest integer not.exceeding n/2o There is a pairing 
effect'since the above expression depends on whether n is even or odd. 
Carlson and Talmi e.valuated the Coulomb energy diffeYences between 
mirror nuclei using the above theory, For light nucle.i ~ they found .that 
the radius parameter r needed t9 matcl:t theexperimental Coulomb energy 
0 
was too large compared to the experimental values, This discrepancy 
persists even today, as has been discussed by Goldhammer (53), who con-
eluded that r = L 25 is the best experimental value for light nuclei. 
0 
For Helium, the eff:ect of the hard core potential of nucleons has 
been used to get.agreement, as has been discussed by Ohmura,et; aL 
(54). 
On the other handi the correction for the center o~ mas$ motion of 
the nucleus is also of importance, and has been .. used . by Wi].l,dnsoti. (38) 
in his studies of the lp shell. This effect-enters through the deter-
mirtation of the oscillator constant A which. appears in the oscillator 
Hamiltonian, It is custom\3-ry to determine this parameter,by the 
''equivalent uniform ra<iius" criteriono In this method, the equivalent· 
uniform radius is defined as the radius of a uniform spherical mass dis-
2 tribution having the same expectation value .of r as the shell model 
result. This leads to the.result (Elton (55)) 
R = [2- "' < 2 ]1/2 3A t.. r > = r 0 (16) 
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where the sum.is over all nucleonso If the center of m~ss is in its 
lowest allowed state, then the correction fqr its motion amounts to the 
substitution (Elliott and Skyrme (56)) 
2 2 
<r'> -r <r > 
3 1 
- 2A ;._2 (17) 
For light nuclei, this correction happens· to bring the calculations .into 
better agreement with experimento For A.> 20, it is ··negligible, 
In an attempt to obtain.better estimates of the.contributions of 
the direct and exchange Coulomb energies to Weizsacker nuclear mass 
formula, Green and.· Swamy (57), calculated the total Coulc;imb energies of 
light nuclei, Both oscillator potential and dtffuse boundary poten~ials 
were usedo As a follow up to this work, Swamy, Kembhavi, and Galgali· 
(58) used oscillator ,wave functions to c~lcu~ate the Coulomb energies of. 
closed shell nuclei in the medium to heavy mass rl:!,ngeo Comparing calcu,-. 
lations with the statistical model and the trapezoidal model.of Cameron 
(59), they·found that the direct energies were model in.dependent, for 
pr:actical purposes, However, the exchange energies were model· dependent o 
The z413 variation of ·Bethe's statistical model agrees with the results· 
of the oscillator calculation, but the coefficients are differento 
The Coulomb energy terms in the Weizacker mass formula have also 
qeen studied by Mozer (60), The direct and exchange.terms were con-:-
sidered~ as well.as the effects of nuclear deformations, Numerous· 
authors have used the Bohr-:-Wheeler liqu:l,d drop model to study this·de-
formation effect (61, 62)o 
Returning to th.e subject of mirror nuclei, there. have been calcula.,. 
tions by,Unna and Unna et, al, (63, 64) which have tested Carlson and 
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Talmi's assumption of lowest proton.seniority, Since. some nuclei have 
neutrons as well as protons outside closed shells, it ;is conceivable 
that they might.cause proton seniority to be a poor quantum-number, 
Unna's calculations were less approximate, since they considerec;l isospin 
and.combined neutron-proton.seniority to be good quantum numbers, The 
results showed.that-Carlson and Talmi's calculations were not.appreciably 
modified, the differences being less than 1% in all cases, In addition, 
for nuclei with 29 <A< 64 9 it was shown that calculations using har-
monic oscillator wave functions are capable of.yield:lng close quantita-
tive agreement with the experimental results, 
It should be noted, however, that configuration mixing becomes more 
important in heavy nuclei, For instance, studies of the Hartree-Fock 
' ' (65) h h h ' d t"t f Pb 208 • approximation . ave s own. t at . occupie s a. es o . are. appreci.,.. 
ably different from pure oscillator functions, 
Besides these oscillator calcu~ations, there have been attempts to· 
use the, real part .of the Wooc;ls-Saxon. potential (66) 
V(r) = 
v 
0 (18) 
A charge distribution pp (r) giving an electrostatic. potential is also 
assumed, and the wave functi9ns are'generaced by putting these potentials 
into the ·Schroedinger equation, The problem cannot be solved an~lytical-
ly 11 and .requires the use of a computer, 
Calculations using this technique have been reported by Wilkinson, 
et, ala (38), and by Nolen, Schiffer, et.- al, (67), They calculated 
Coulomb. energy differences between isobaric analog states, 
In the version of Nolen 11 ,Schiffer, et, .al., :which was applied to 
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medium and heavy nuclei, one of the excess neutrons of a state is re-
placed by a proton to give the analog stateo In other.words, the proton 
is assumed.to have the same density distribution as the.neutron excesso 
The direct integrals contribute.to the Coulomb energy difference the 
amount 
00 
1::,. c. ~ :::. y rr e ) fhe- 1-rl V {r) r 2 J. r 
o I 
where \/ ( '(') ::: :/· 411/: [ ~ f p( r'I) y-ll~ol r'j ol r I 
(19) 
(20) 
and 
(21) 
The exchange term is evaluated independently us.ing the wave functionso 
In additi,on, a spin-orbit term, which arises partly from the Thomas 
precession and partly from the difference between the neutron and proton 
magnetic moments, is inciuded. 
Theresults show close agreement with experiment provided.the para,-
meters in the charge distribution a.re allowed,to vary within the limits 
allowed by the experimental.ly measm;:ed binding energy and expectation 
1 f 2 F O ' Pb 20S h C 1 b diff b va ue o r o or instance, in_ t e ou om energy erence can e. 
adjusted to 180980 MEV, in.agreement with e~perimento Conclusions are. 
drawn concerning the radius of the neutron excess as compared to the 
radius of the nucleus as a whole. In addition, studies are made 9f t~e 
shift of the. nucle.ar radius from isotope to isc;itope, such as. in the 
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series Ca to Ca · o 
CHAPTER V 
APPROXIMATE, RELATIVISTIC COULOMB 
ENERGY CAL~ULATIONS 
In reviewing Cot.i,lomb energy calc1,1lations (Chapter IV), we found no 
calctilaUons·whtch have attemptec,i.to:co~rec; for relativistic motion of 
nucJ.eons. This was. probably due to the. conclusio.n of. most .i:p.vestigators 
that non"!"'rel.f,l.tivistic calculation!:l agree·close enough with experiment. 
Twenty or thirty years ago, va:vious reJat:l'..vistic calculations were I11q.de 
of the.binding energies of light'nuclei, such as the deuteren, tritqn, 
or alpha particle. Bloohinzew (68) and Margenau (69) appliec;i the Klein-
Gordan equation to .a study of the .deuteron binc;iing energy. In 1936, 
Feenberg (70) looked at relativistic c.ortections · to the deuteron ldnetio 
energy, which lec;l to a 25% change of .. ,the .kilJ:et~c energy predicted by the 
non.,-reli;itivistic, singl.e. particle theory. Primakeff (71), Breit (72"9 
Siegel· (n), and Blatt and Weisskopf (74)' have noted that .relativist:il.c. 
corrections to magnetic mome:p.t and binc;iing energy calculations· are not. 
' . ·.. ' .. : . . 
entirely negligible. · There thue seem.s to be a need for estimat.ing .the 
magnitude of the relativistic corrections.to the Cou~ombenergies. We 
therefore .turn. to• the relativist:f,.c equivalent oscillator, aµd the .pre-
dictions, ,of the ap·prox:l,mate, relativietic ·; shell model' of .Brau'Q. and . 
Swamy (32). 
For the normalized, single particle·wa.ve functiqns, we take' 
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(1) 
with the various quantities in this equation defined as in Chapter III. 
For close.cl shell nuclei, or nuclei with one particle outside a 
closed shell, the shell model wavefunctions (with lowest proton seri.ior-
ity) are given by a single Slater determinant, In other cases, because 
of coupling and many body effects, a more complicated linear. combination 
of Slater determinants. is · necessary o The expectation value of Cou~omb 
energy is then evalt,1ated using Racah algebra, as in the book by Talmi 
and de Shalit (52)o In this jj coupling model, the Coulomb energy due 
to the interaction of the 2jil .particles in the j shell with the 2j'+l 
2. E';;:c" F0(v.Q1v11) + E+M0 c...'' I 2 .· + l:-~c E -w.oc, p\-rJ. v~') 2. E ~ t' 2 E' ~ 
i 
I 2 J + f-'MoC.. E - Y'no c. r c ( v I . v'J I) 
:2. E 2 £' ) 
2. 
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+ 
+ {E~-m~c~)(r' -tv1?c4) S(k)SCK1) )~k(vi Y~ .. y'JI. vi) / l E '2 E1 '2. . ? ) J 
+ El_ mo C 
2 EI t _ Mo c "2. Gk ( y i '1 V 1 ~ 1 )] 
2.E 'ZE' I 
(2) 
O k k Here the F "G·, and R are Slater integrals, in the notation o:t Condon 
and Shortley (23). In the non-relati,vistic limit, the energy of a 
particle is approxi~ately equal td its rest energy, and this reduces to. 
To evaluate this expression we use the identity 
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(6) 
(7) 
the result 
2'11 .2V, 
F k(V 1.)1 j ,1,.e.,_)=- f ( Nv,.P, Nv,aJ2. [ [ A (v, V 111 R1 VI) X 
ri::. a M= 0 
QO ( )r. I c ~CO,+.Q,.-tr.-lM+2)_<'1~ F'( k+S' ) I x A V2 v, ;,. ..e1\M... L-<..Q,+2r)-l-)\+3) ui e I I J;.e,+fl+ 'i:'" }A~ a42. 
0 
ic,<) ) 2 (8) 
I ) :2.(P1+J~tr·A+-Vl+2 -2LA1 C(/· n+ k+S, ') I,,~ + Li e 11 1 J ..t'i M+ T) u, e1 .,,, 
2~2. + ,2 ""+kt 3. I -' 
0 
Using the formula '(75) 
rest tl,- ll, (".) C) kf) ::. r( b) ( s- kf \~ (c-o.) b, C.j k~.5) (9) 
0 
we get 2v 1 2v,. 
Fk( V1-",) V:i. .(),,.) - 'l\: ( Nv,e, Nv,~,)2 [ [ A(v, V 1 -',}1 ") X 
x [.P,+~+ 4-3 J)..R,-+ ~. +n+ "'+f j I j .P,-1n + k1 "; t) 
+ I J+YY\+k.+~ 
'2. ;2.. 
't\Te have been using the normalization factor 
[ 
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(10) 
(11) 
It is apparent that the Slater integrals are directly proportional.to 
2 
e \. 
The other Slater integrals Gk.and Rk can be.evaluated by the.same 
method, the result of which is suitable for computer programming •. These 
results were originally given by Swamy, Kembhavi, and Galgal.i (58). 
In orde.r to use these equation!:i to c4lculate the Coulomb energy of, 
a nucleus, we have to assign values of v, K, andµ to the states.of the 
particles. These assignments must be consistent with experimentally 
measured spins and paritiel:! of nuclei, and this can be done by using the 
quantum numbers v, K, and. j which have been used in the non-relativistic . 
shell. moclel .o 
Next, t:he oscillator constant A must be determined, This is 
accomplished by using the usual equivalent uniform radius criterion 
(Chapter IV) o 
= r 
0 
(12) 
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The values of r · are taken eitl'l.el;' from electron scattering data (37), 
' 0 ' ' 
or alternatively, adjusted to mat.ah the experimentally measurec;l Coulomb 
energy differences P If 1jl A is the ·antisymmetric det·ermi~l p'l:'oton 
wavefurtction, then 
(13) 
If r 1 were a neutr~n coordinate; we ,would get ·instead 
(14) 
Hence A · 
-L l < r-t-> A i.::1 
where the final sum applies to. the quantum numbers of .all· the ·nucleons. 
This shows.that the sum is.replaceable by.a·sum over single particle 
matri~ elements. · Putting this in the relativistic 'sii:igle parti.cle wave. 
functions then gives · 
.(r2.~""' = } I (:i~+.Qt !") +(Q-...Q) E;~c.i] 
whe.re §= Y+I 
..l = ....e-1 
~o .,. J = ...Q + =i I 1{ ' 0 
fov- J:::.,R-j 11(.>0 
(16) 
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We notice that if we have a,closed shell in the sen:se of the ·exact 
equivalent. oscillator, then the number of single particle wavefunctions' 
with K > 0 equals the nu111ber with .K < O, and the expression .gives the. 
same.result'as 
2 
<r >. 
VKµ 
1 3 
= 2 (2V + JI, + ·2) 
A 
(11) 
whicl'!. is the non-relativistic.result. Hence~ the value of X determined. 
by this method -would be the. saQJ.e. However, as we go toward heavier 
nuclei, studies show that the K < 0 levels are filled before the:K > 0 
levels. · For instance, the ld512 levels are filled be.fore the. 2s112., 
b~t the 1£512 levels are usually filled a:fterwards •. Hence, in practice 1 
there is a relativist:i,c correction to A even for closed shell nuclei. 
The above metho4s were used to calculate Coulomb energies. Tables 
of results and the coIJ).pUt$f ·program are .given in Appendices-K"·and B. 
For the non~relativistic calculations, when we divide the total 
2 Coulomb en~rgy bye X, we have a quantity which is independent of X. 
However, in the.relativistic .case,. there remains a slight, second oi;der 
dependence on.A due.to the dependence of Eon Ac As we go to heavier 
nuclei, the general trend is for the dtfferences·in the nop. .. relativistic 
anp · relativistic direct Couiomb energies divided by ;e2A to incr.ease ac- . 
cording to. 
REL. 
EDIRECT 
2 
e 'A .. NON-
REL. 
= 
However .. ,. when 'A is calculated relativistically, the non-relativistic 
(18) 
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Coulomb energy becomes more nearly equal to the relati.vistica'.Lly calcu..-
1.atedyalueo Whether it is smaller or lar:ger generally depends.on the 
nucleus and the value of r .• 
0 
Since the differences in the relativistic.and non.:.relativistic 
Coulomb energies happen to be usually less than 1% as can be seen from 
the tables in A,ppendix A, it appears that the neglect of relativistic · 
corrections by earlier workers is justified; at leas.t 'for medium sized 
nucleio 
In the excited states of nuclei, it is conceiyable that the kinetic 
energy of a nucleon Jnight become abnormally large o However, the shell 
model becomes less valid•for these states, gene:r:ally as:the energy 
increases, which can be explained as ·,due to cqnfiguration mixing o Cal.;. 
culations.were .made for the first excited states of F19 and sc41 • The 
results show the usual 1% differenceso 
In light nuclei, CE;nter of mass motion is an important ·correct;.ion. 
to consider·. (see Chapter IV), Relativistically, it is ,the center of 
momentum and not the center of mass which is well definedo However, 
Betl:ie and Salpeter (75) have shown.that, in the two particle problem, 
a substitution .of the reduced mass into.the Dirac equation yields the 
first approximat:Lono It therefore seems.perlllissible to use the non-
relativistic approximc;1tion for this correction in the relativistic ex ... 
pressiono This means the substitution· 
2 <r > (19) 
in the equation for determining Ao It is found that this substitution 
3 
enables the 2He cou;l.omb energy to be placed in better agreement with 
experimento This also applies to the 7N13 -- 6c13 Coulomb energy dif""." 
ferenceo In addition, the difference between .relativistic .and non;;. 
relativistic calculations becomes larger, but is still less than 2%. 
The largest relativistic .corrections occur for heavy nucle.L For 
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lead, the direct energy differs by 1.%, but the exchange energies differ 
by a comparatively large 3%o It may be sign:ificant to note. that 3.% 
ha,ppens to be 1 MEV in,thiscase. It is also. interesting to note.that· 
these sixnple. non""."relativistic and relativistic model.s; with r = 1. 20 
. I() 
fermis, give good agreement with experiment O The relatbristic and 
non-relativistic Coulomb energy differences between Pb208 and its 
analog state are found to be 19. 4 MEV and 19, 3 MEV, respectively, .in 
agreement with the ·experimental value 18,980 MEV. 
slightly we could obtain exact agreement:, 
By adjusting r 
0 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the first part of this work, we were able to draw some conclu-
sions concerning the group structure of the relativistic;: equivalent 
oscillator. These results add to the knowledge of group theory.as re-:-
lated to relativistic quantum mechanics. It has already been mentioned 
that such knowledge happens to be useful in elementary particle physics~ 
where the.interactions are not explicitly known and.the equations not 
established. In the·. second part, we applied the shell model of Braun 
and Swamy (32), which is based upon the.relativistic equivalent oscilla-
tor~ to the study of Coulomb energies. It has been shown that relativ~ 
istic corrections are small, but are most important in heavy nuclei, 
In the.last.part of Chapter III., the.solutions of the relativistic 
equivalent oscillator Hamiltonian were shown to provide a.basis for one 
+ infi.nite d;i.mensional irreducible representation, 71"1 1.,, of the. group 
~,'2 
S0(4,l) x SU(2). Operators corresponding to the Lie algebra of this 
group have been given~ These operators convert a wavefunction corre-
sponding to one energy level into one corresponding to another. 
It was also shown that S0(4) x SU(2) is an invariance group of the 
same Hamiltonian. This meant that there exist certain irreducible re-
presentations under which the wavefunctions corresponciing to a given 
e.nergy level are transformed among themselvesa The irreducible.repre-
sentations of S0(4) were derived in.Chapter II from the.commutation re-
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lations, the Casimir invariants, and the requirement that.the operators 
which represent the Lie generators be HermitiaI)., Hence, the energy 
spectrum may be.derived from these requirements. 
Our simple s~ell model, based upon the relativistic equivalent 
oscillator, gives results which are almost identical with the non-rela7 
tivistic shell model results, Both models give exchange and direct 
energies which vary only locally frqm the Z,A dependence fo~nd by Bethe 
from the statistical model (41). In addition, a small pairing effect 
can be seen in a graph of exchange energy versus z413/A113 , 
The relativistic.corrections become lar&est for l~ad, where the. 
relativistic exchange energy is found to be about·l MEV less than·the 
non,relativistic, which may be interpreted as meaning that. the nucleons 
in more tightly bounq. nuclei may move with relativistic speeds, 
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APPENDIX A 
Tables showing the results of the Coulomb energy Cq.lculations of 
tne presen; work are giveno The symbol CM beside the name of a nucleus 
means that the correction for center of mass motion is includedo The 
Slater integrals•were evaluat,ed by computer, but exact expressions for 
the·first few of these quantities were found and checked with the re-
sults of the computer analysis, These Slater ·integrals are given here 
in separate tables. 
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TABLE I 
COULOMB ENERGIES DIVIDED BY.e2>. 
I: 
-
· ... 
E;lemeiit Non-relativistic r Rel,ativist:l,c 
Direct Exchange 0 Direct• Exchange 
I 
.. . ... ... 
He3 1.5976 0079788 1.33 1.57432 0, 78716 
He 4 L5976 0079788 1.20 1.57400 0,78700 
cu 11.702 20660 1.20 110597 20636 
1.28 11,608 2.-638 
N13 150426 2.926 L20 15.321 2.871 
1.28 15.332 2.877 
017 200346 30790 L29 20.270 3. 725 
017 (2s1 ) 20,346 3.790 ~ 1.29 I 20,270 3, 725 
F17 24, 721 · 4.036 1.29 240619 3.966 
Fl7 (2s1) 240901 40006 1.29 I 24.804 3.935 ~ 
Ca 40 1090355 10,784 L22 109,084 100576 
Ca 41 1090335 10 e 784 L18 109,070 10.564 
Ca49 109,335 10,784 1.24 1090101 100590 
Sc41 1180850 1Ll28 1.18 1180538 100913 
Sc49 1190196 1L092 1.24 118.930 10.0890 
Pb208 1442.68 54. 610 1.20 1440. 71 52,907 
(Bi208)* 1475,50 550079 1.20 1473,55 53.356 
66 
TABLE II. 
COULOMB ENERGIES IN MEV 
El.ement Non-relativistic r Relativistic 
Direct · Rx.change f 0, Direct Exchange erm1s 
He3 1.8940 0.9470 1.33 1.8938 0.9469 
3 He· (CM) 1.5464 0, 7732 1.33 1.5535 0.7767 
He 4 1.9069 0.9534 1.20 L9095 0,9547 
cl3 10,702 2.432 1.28 10, 689 · 2.429 
Cl3(CM) 10.416 2.367 1.28 10 .408 2,366 
Nl3 14;107 2.675 L,28 14.118 2.649 
N13 (CM) 130131 2.604 1.28 13.746 2.590 
017 17 0 381' 3.238 1.29 17.389 3.196 
017 (2s1 ) 17.381 3,Z38 ~ 1.29 17.385 3.195 
Fl7 21.119 3.448 1.29 21.119 3.402 
F17 (2s ) ~ 2l.272 :L422 1.29 21;274 3.375 
ca4o 84.372 8.322 1.22 84.282 8.171 
Ca41 81.043 8.585 1.18 86.959 8.422 
Ca49 81.066 7.996 1.24 81.063 · 7.868 
Sc41 94.618 8 .859 · 1.18 · 94.508 8.690 
Sc49 88.378 8.224 1.24 88.366 8.091 
Pb208 861,856 32.624 L20 861.788 31.647 
(Bi208)* 881,465 32.904 L20 881,433 31.916 
TABLE III 
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL COULOMB DISPLACEMENT ENERGIES IN MEV 
PAIR STATE r D.Ec. e2\ t..Ec ~2\ l..Ec 0 
fermis n.on--rel. non-rel. reL reL exp. 
He3-H3 ground L33 o. 773 0.969 o. 777 0.983 0.76 
(CM) L20 0.857 L074 0.862 1.092 
3 3 He -H- ground L20 1.0496 1.315 1.049· 1,337 
Nl3_C13 ground L28 3.078 0,890 3.123 0.896 3,003 
(CM) L20 3.283 0.950 3.337 0,957 
Nl3_Cl3 ground L20 3.373 0.975 3.387 0.983 
F17_017 ground 1.29 3,527 0.854 3,524 0,858 3.545 
2s1 1.29 3.706 0.854 3, 710 0,858 3.174 
"2 
41 41 Ca -Sc . ground 1.18 · 7 .300 0.796 7,281 0.797 7.28 
gro:und L22 7.060 o. 770 7 ,043 o. 771 
2P3/2 1.18 7.606 0.796 7.594 0.797 6.99 
Ca49_Sc49 ground· L24 7 .083 o.741 7.080 0, 743 7.09 
1.18 7.444 o. 779 7.439 o. 781 . 
(Bi208)* analog 1.20 19.329 0.597 19,376 0.598 18.980 
-Pb208 and ground 
°°' .-...J 
s 
/s I 
-
'r 
Id 
I+ 
25 
TABLE IV 
~XACT ,EXPRES$I~NS FOR THE; SLATE;R INT!GRALS .· 
F0 (vl;v'l') DIVIDED BY e';) .. Jf 
p 1-Si 
5 lf 3 177 
-I: 60 280 
,.f 
3 27 
--
/027 
y 4 () 16 8 O 
ISi /Cf 6 3 
-
24-0 3360 
I 21+ I 
2 2.4-0 
68 
2S 
19 
-
~'+-
I I 
lb 
2'19 
'+ '8 0 
3563 
{;;720 
131 
--
/92 
.. 
69 
TABLE V 
EXACT EXPRESSIONS.FOR THE SLATER INTEGRALS 
k . 2 .rr G (vl;v'l') DIVIDED BY e AV;;' 
k Is k Ip \<. Id k I+ k 2s 
-
/s 0 I 0 J_ ..l 0 J_ 0 J_ 2 0 tf s> 3 
- - . - ··-· -·····-·-
.'.3 ( J J 2 I 3 i 0 2Lf - 0 4- '-/-8 lf 8 Ip 
s 3 7 + _l 2 72 2Y- /6 
·- - . -
0 ~ I 203 2'-/-0 LJ.80 
f-,___ tftJ- -
Id '.(·' _j_l_ _j_ I ~ 2 3 2 2'-/.0 32 cfb 
I---
- ---
4- 2/ 5 33 -- ~ --80 no 
/2.4-) I 0 i 2 24-0 
-· 
I 7<zs9 3 13 ! 2 
I ~ 221/-0 Tl/ . - ------·- -··· -·--
~ ~ --
I I 22.9-/J 
I b 429 --I 2Q t./0 ' 
-· 
. -
I 0 
13 I 2S I q '2. 
- -·-
!<-
I :sy2 0 
---
I f3;2 
I p312 
I ?Y2. 
Id$;_ 
/ds4_ 
/ds;z 
2Sy2 
}d.312 
/d:,;2,. 
TABLE VI 
EXACT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SLATER INTEGaAl,S 
Rk(vl,vl;v'l' ,v'l') DIVIDED BY e 2AJ'! 
SJ/2 k f.3/z k 1 !cl PYe k % k 2s~ l< 
S" I 7t/is I I 2 ..s{H () r!is 2 b bO 2 Sb 48 
0 27 J 
/ 2/NJS 0 27 I 4-0 /680 2'Sb 
-i--
2 3 2 J1s 3 II~ 3 -2 IZ 24-0 
--
0 s 3 ,!i]" J ,./Is J 6 2~ 80 
! 
0 1163 1 J360 
2 11~3 2 S7,J5s 2 3360 22¥0 
4-
8/9 ~ 33b0 
I 
0 IJ iJ /Cf 2. 0 
0 
' 2 
70 
I ol .3h 
,{is 
I 2. 
I I 
2'+ 
7 
-21.J, 
7,fi? 
--a;-
13,f3s 
2.1./-0 
3J35 
io 
27 
L/0 
~ 
i 
APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF COULOMB ENERGIES 
This program, w:tittenin the FORTRAN IV language~ will print .out the 
relativistic and nen-,.relativistic. oscillator constants.;>.., and calculate 
simultaneously the rel.ativistic and non-relativist:i;c Coulomb energies 
for closed shell nuclei (IHA= 1) or nuclei with one·particle outside a 
closed shell (IHA= 2)o The c;lata cards·must give the quantum.numbers 
v, 1, l; and the s:l,.gn of K for each set. of proto.ns with the same values 
of these numbers, the total number.of protons in the ,nucleus, the total 
number of neut tons, as wel;J. as certain· numbers necessary· for cal~ulating 
the osc.illator constants and for. the READ and WRITE statem,ents.o The two 
cards giving the variables RO and SUM must be changed to correspond .to · 
the nucleus for which the calculation is .to be .made o. The program prints· 
2 2 
out.the Coulomb energy divided bye:>.., e >.., and the Slater integrals·and 
reduced matrix elements used to get the results. 
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80/80 LIST 
OCOOOOOOO I l I Ill 111122 222 22222333 H H3 33444 4444444 555 5555 55 56666666666 771177 17178 
123450 7890 l 2345' 789012 3',56 789012 34567890121456 789012 3 456 789012 3456 7890123456 7 a9C 
CARD 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
oooe c 
0009 C 
0010 C 
OOll 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 C 
0029 C 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
003,, 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
00"7 
0048 
0049 
0050 C 
0051 
0052 C 
0053 C 
0054 C 
PROGRAM FOR CALCULATlCN Of COULOMB ENERGIES 
REAL LAHSQ,~OVERE,HOVREP 
DI •EN5f ON IV (1001,XJ( 201, ll Bl 20 I ,I SKI 20 I, I LI 20 I 
CALCULATION Of OSCILLATCR CONSTANT LAMBDA SCUARED 
OIMENS!GN ll21, ~MAX(21, LMAXl21, AXAl201, AY81201 
READ( 5, 100)( l ( 11, I= 1, 21 
100 fORMAT(2f5,il 
A CARO GIVING THE RATIONAL NU•BER 'SUM' MUST Bf INSERTED 
'SUM' 15 THE AVERAGE OF 2V+L+3/2 FDR All PARTICLES 
RO, HIE RADIUS PARAMETER, MUST BE GIVEN 
RO• 1,28 
SUM= 54,/( 26, I 
AAHSQ= 13,*RCl'<RC/5, l*I I Zl ll+l(21 l**i 2,13. 11 
LAMSQ•SU~/AA~SQ 
WR! TE(6,51 ZC 11, l( 21,LAMSC 
5 FORMAT(lX,//,lX, 1 COUlO~e ENERGIES FOR THE ELEHE~T WITH l •',F5.l, 1 
1, f'i =',F5.l,///,1X,-trHE OSCILLATOR CONST~NT LAflll80A SQUARED .iS',El4 
2.7,/1,lXl 
XBB= LAHSC•• O. 5 
XBB•XBB*l4,8031•1 4,803111 16,0211 
WRITE(6,lllXBB 
11 FORMbT(lX,'SCALE :s 1 1El4.7, 1 MEV 1 1 
12 XHP•( 1,05451*1 2,9979251/11 1,60211*( 9,3825611 
REAOl5,61 NU . 
6 FORHATl13l 
READ I 5, 711 AXAI 11, AYBII I, l•l ,NAXI 
FORMAT 120 I 2F7,lo II 
AXAIII • f OF PARTICLES WITH ENERGY CHARACTERIZED BY AYBIII, WITH SIGN 
Of LB-L, DIVIDED BY A 
ADS•SUM 
CORR• O.O 
SUM•ADS 
00 9 l•l 1 NAX 
FAC• lo,*LAMSQ*XMP*XMP 
WXYZ• l,+FAC•AYBIII 
EX• 1,/1 WXYZ .. 0,51 
9 CORR•COR~+IAXAlll*I 1,-EXl*I 0,5011 
SUH•SUM+CORR 
XCA•LAMSt-SUM/AAMSQ 
XCA•ABSI XCAI 
UMSQ•SUM/AAMSQ 
IF~XCA,GE. l,E-04JGO TO 8 
WRI TE16, 10 JLAMSq 
10 FORMATllX,/,lX,'THE RELATI\ISTIC LAMBDA SQUARED IS',El4.7,//,1XI 
XBB• LAM SO** 0, 5 
XBB=XBB*l4,8031*1 4,8031/1 16,0211 
WRITEl6,l3IXBB 
13 FORMATllX,'RELATIVISTIC SCALE •',Ello,7,' HEV'I 
FAC• lt,*LAMSQ*XMP*XMP 
BEGIN MAIN PART OF COUl.OHB ENERGY CALCULATICN 
REA0(5,2ll lHA,NJ 
IHA•l FOR CLOSED SHELL NUCLEI, 2 FOR MIRROR NUCLEI 
NJ IS THE NUMBER OF SETS OF PARHCLES HAVING THE SAME J ANO V 
INOT COUNTING THE ODO PARTICLE, IF ANYI 
80/80 LIST 
000000000llllllll112l22222222333333333344444444445555555S55bb66666bbb7777777177R 
1234501aqo 12 '.\4 56 1aqo12 J<, ~o, 890l 23456 7A90123456 7690123456 711J90l 2 l45o 7R9n 12 l4; 1, 1 eqtJ 
CARO 
0055 
0056 
0057 
005~ 
co5q 
0060 
C061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
C065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
006'1 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
0078 
0079 
0080 
0081 
noa2 
oon3 
0084 
0085 C 
0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
0092 
C093 
0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
C098 
C099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 
0105 
0106 
0107 
0108 
21 FORMATl2131 
NHA.:0 
EDE= 0, 
EXE• 0, 
ENDE= O. 
EXNE• 0, 
READ( 5, 221 I (VI 11, I U 11, ILR( II, I SK 111, I= 1,NJ I 
22 FORMAT(40(21 
RE AD I 5, 2 31 IX JI 11 , I • 1, NJ I 
23 FORHATl16F5,ll 
!Fl IH4,EO,lJGC TC 21t 
READ 15, 221 IVC, ILC, ILBO, l SKO 
READ( 5,231XJO 
24 KK•l 
JK•l 
25 Vl•IV(KKI 
VJ=[VC JKJ 
L[•lLIKKt 
LJ•IUJKI 
PAIRS•l. 
!fl KK,EQ,JKIGC TC 26 
FA IRS•2. 
26 XJA•XJ( KKI 
XJB•XJ( JKI 
WXYZ• t.+FAC•CVl+XJA+l. I 
MOVERE• 1,/IWXYZ** 0,51 
WXYZ= l,+FAC*(VJ+XJB+l,I 
HOVREP• 1,/IWXYZ•• 0.51 
WRITE16,271MOVERE,MOVREP 
27 FORHAHlX.'M/ E a•,Et't.7,//,lX, 1 '4/EP s 1 ,El4.71 
CALCULATION OF DIRECT ENERGIES 
[M== 2*1V(KK)+l 
lN• Z*IV( JKt 
CALL F(Vl,VJ,ll1LJ,IM1Hl 1 FKI 
WRITE 16,281 IVI KKI, IVI JK I, L 1,LJ,FK 
28 FORMAT( lX, 'FO( • ,413, • J z• ,El4. 7) 
E~DE•ENOE+FK*IXJA+0,51*1 2,•XJB•l,l*PAIRS 
FK• 0,25*1 l.+~OVEREl*I l,+MOVREPl*FK 
FK•FK*I XJA+0,51 • I 2, *XJB+l, I *PAIRS 
EOE•EDE+FK 
tJslLBCJKI 
CALl ~(Vl1VJ,Ll1tJ,lM1lN,FKI 
WR !TEl6 ,2B IIVI KKI, I VI JK I ,l 1,LJ, FK 
FA-=-=FK 
FK• 0.25•11,+~CVERE 1*11,-MOVREPl•FK 
fKz:f K*l XJA+0.5) *( 1.•XJB+ l., l *Pi.!RS 
EDE•EDE+FK 
ll•llBIKKI 
LJ•II.IJKI 
CALl F( VI ,VJ,Ll ,LJ• [M,IN,FAJ 
WR I TEl6,2B 11 V(KK I, I vi JK I ,L 1,LJ ,FA 
FK• 0,25*(1,-MOVEREl•ll,+MOVREPl*FA 
FK•FK•CXJA+0.51•( Z.*XJB+l.l*PAIRS 
EDE==EOE+FK 
~ 
N 
COD 
0109 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 
OllS 
0116 
OllT 
Oll8 
Oll9 
0120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0124 
·ous 
0126 
0121 • 
0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 
OUT 
DUI 
0139 
0140 
Ol•U 
0142 
0143 
0144 
0145 
0146 
01"7 
0141 
0149 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
0154 
o•.55 
0156 
OUT 
0158 
0159 
0160 
0161 
0162 
80/80 LIST 
000000000 l l l ll ll ll 122222222ZZ 3333J3333344444444445555555'556666o6666611717111118 
l 214567~9012 34 56 78'1012 3456 789012 3456789012 3456 78 9012 3456 71901214 56789012 34 56 7 890 
Ll•ILBIKKI 
LJ•IL81JKI 
CALL FIVl,VJ,Ll,lJ,IM,IN,FKI 
WR lTEl6,2811VIKK 1,IVI JKI ,LI ,LJ,FK 
FK• o.2s•1 t • .:.McVEREl*ll.-MOVREPl•FK 
FK•H•I XJA+0.51•12.•XJB+l. l•PAIRS 
EDE•EDE+FK 
WR !TE I 6,291XJA, XJB,ENDE ,EDE 
29 FORHATllX,/1,lX,'THE PARTIAL DIRECT ENERGY SUH UP TO JA •',F,.,1,', 
1 JB • 1 ,F4.l, 1 IS',//,lX,El4.l, 1 (NOttRELAflVISTICl 1 ,//,lX,El1t.7,'lflE 
2LATIVISTICl' I 
c CALCULA TICN OF EXCHANGE ENDGI ES 
XK•XJA-XJB 
XK•ABSIXKI 
30 Ll•ILIKKI 
LJ•ILIJKI 
LK•LI 
LL•LJ 
XU•LI 
XLB•LJ 
CALL REDMATI XLA, Xll,XK, XJA,XJP. 
!FIR.LT. l.E-06160 TD 35 
IIRITEl6,U Ill ,LJ,XK ,XJA,XJB,lt 
31 FORMATllX,l/,lX,'Cl',212,3F4.1,'I • 1 ,El4.1J 
IM•IVIKKl+IVIJKI 
32 CALL SLIVl,VJ,ll,LJ,LK,LL,IM,XK,SlKI 
IIRI TE 16, 331 IVIKK I ,I VI JK1 ,LI ,LJ,LK,LL, SLK 
33 FORMATC1X,//,IX, 1 GC',61J,•I • 1 ,El~.TJ 
E XNE•EXNE+O. 5*SLK*R•PAI RS 
SU• 0, 125•11.+MDVERE l•ll• +NOVREPI *SLK•R 
EXE•EXE+SLK•PAIRS 
LK•ILBIKKI 
LL•ILBIJKI 
CALL SLIVI ,VJ,LI ,LJ,LK,LL, IM,XK,SLKI 
WRITE l6,3JIIVIKKi ,IVIJKI ,ll,LJ,LK,LL,SLK 
SLK•0.25*111 1.-MOVERE•MOVEREl•I 1,-MOVREP*MOVREPII•• o.s,•SLK•R 
XS•ISKI JKl•I SKIKKI 
EXE•EXE•SLK•xs•PAIRS 
Ll•LK 
LJ•LL 
CALL SLIVl,VJ,LI ,LJ,LK,LL, IM,XK,SLKI 
IIR1 TE 16 ,331 IVCKKI, IVI JK I ,LI ,LJ,LK,LL, SU 
SLK• 0,125•11.-MOVEREl•t 1.-MOVREPl•SLK•R 
EXE•EXE+SLK•PAIRS 
IIRI TE16,34 IXJA, XJB,EXNE,EXE 
34 FORMA1"11Xoll,1X,•THE PARTIAL EXCHANGE ENERGY SUM UP TO JA ••,F4oh 
11 ,JB •' ,F4ol o' IS•, 11, 1X,El4o T, 9 INONREUTI VISTICI 1 ,11,1X,El4o T, •tit 
ZEUTlVISTlCl 1 I 
35 XK•XKHo 
YK•XJA+XJB-XK 
IFIVK,LT .-l.E-061GO TO 36 
GO TO JO 
36 IFIKKoGEoNJoAND.JKoGE,NJIGO TO 31 
lFINHA.EQ,llGO TO ST 
ClAD 
0163 
0164 
0165 
0166 
0167 
0168 
0169 
0170 
0171 
0172 
017] 
0174 
1)175 
0176 
0117 
0178 
017'1 
0110 
OUl 
OllZ 
0183 
0184 
OlH 
0186 
0117 
0188 
0119 
0190 
0191 
0192 
0193 
0194 
0195 
0196 
0197 
0191 
0199 
11200 
0201 
0202 
0203 
0204 
020, 
0206 
0207 
0201 
0209 
0210 
0211 
0212 
0213 
0214. 
0215 
0216 
80180 LIST 
eoooooooo1111111 u 12222222222nHnHn,.,,,,04r,r,4,555s5ss,5566b6666660, 111111n1R 
1234561890 l 23456 7&Q0123456 7R901234Sf> 18qo1234s6 7B90123456Tl90l 23456 789Q ll345n 1 oq,, 
c 
c 
c 
JK•JK•l 
IFIJK.LE,NJIGD TO 25 
JT KK•KUl 
IFINHA.EQ.IIGO re 25 
JK•KK 
GO TO 25 
31 IFI IHA.EQ~IICALL EXIT 
N>IA•NHUl 
IFINHA.EQ.2JGO TO 39 
WRITEl6,4l I 
JK•JK+l 
IYIJXl•IVO 
ILIJKl•ILO 
ILBI JKl•ILIIO 
ISKIJKl•ISKO 
XJIJKl•XJO 
A•ENDE 
ll•EDE 
C•EXNE 
O•EXE 
IC.K•l 
GO TO U 
39 ENDE•IENDE-Al/1 2.•XJD+l.l+A 
EDE•IEOE-Bl/12.•XJO+l.l+B 
EXNE•IEXlliE-Cl/1 z.•XJO•l.J+C 
EXE•IEXE•Dl/12.•XJD+l,l+D 
WR ITEl61401ENDE, EXNE ,EDE,EXE 
40 FORMATt1x,,,.1x,•THE FINAL COULOMB ENERGIES ARE',ll,1X,El4.7,'lnlR 
lECT NDNRELATIYI STICI ',II, 1X,El4o T, 'I EXCHANGE NOIIRELATIVISTICI', II, 
21X,El4, T,' IOIRECT RELATIVl$TICI • ,11, 1X,El4. 7,' I EXCHANGE REL HI VI ST 
JICl'I 
41 FORMAT! lX,/,..lX,' XXXXXXXXXX BEGIN CALCULATICN FCII THE OCD PROTON' I 
CALL EXIT 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE EHGFIXU,XLB,.XLC,XLO,XM,XN,XK,EGFI 
HYPERGEOMETRlC FUNCTICN FOR THE EXCHANGE INTEGRALS 
DIMENSION. AllOOI 
EGF•l. 
l•l 
J•lO 
X•I XLA+xLB+XLC+XLOl/1 +2,0J+xlll•XM• Z.5 
XY•I XLA+XLB•2.•XN+xK•5. l/1+2.01 
AXOll•X-XY 
AXOll•ARS I AXQII I 
IFIAXCllloLT • l.E-061GO TO 45 
41 DD 42 IN•l ,J 
XIN•IN 
Al INl•IX•XIN-l, I IIXUXIN-1,1 
IFIIN,EQ.llGO TO 42 
AIINl•AIINl•AIIN-11 
42 CONTINUE 
AX•AIJl•I o.s••JI 
..... 
"" 
. 
80/80 LIST. 
000000000111111111122 222Zl2l2 3333 3 33333444444444455555H555666666666011111111178 
123456 7890123451, 789012 3456 780012 34567890123456 789012 '45• 789012 3456 789012 34561890 
CARO 
0217 
0218 
0219 
0220 
0221 
0222 
0223 
.0224 
0225 
0226 
0227 C 
0228 C 
0229 
0230 C 
0231 
0232 
0233 
0234 
0235·· 
0236 
0237 
0238 
0219 
0240 
0241 
0242 
0243 
02't4 
0245 
0246 
0247 
0248 
0249 C 
0.250 
0251, 
0252 
0253 
0254 
0255 
0256 
0257 
0258 
0259 
0260 
0261 
0262 
0263 
0264 
0265 
0266 
0267 
0268 
0269 
0270 
IF(AX.LT. c;.e-ce,r,o TO 4'3 
1=1•10 
J:i:J+lO 
GD TD 41 
43 00 44 JNst ,J 
44 EGF=EGF+AIJNl•-1 0.5••JNI 
RETURN 
45 EGF• 2. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE f lVI ,VJ,LI ,LJ, IM, IN,FKI 
THIS SUBROUTINE ASSEMBLES THE DIRECT INTEGRALS 
Zl=LI 
ZJ•LJ 
H=O 
N=O 
FK=O. 
10 XM•M 
XN•N 
XNC:i:Xfif+XN 
ARG-Z l+ZJ•2.5+XNC 
Y•GAMMAIARGI 
Y:sY/-(+2.••ARGJ 
CALL AFIVl,VI,LI,LI,M,AI 
Y:i:Y*A 
CALL AFIVJ,VJ,LJ,LJ,N,BI 
Y•Y•B 
CALL DHGFI Zl ,ZJ,XM,XN,LE,M,HGAI 
FAK•HGA/IZJUN+l .51 
CALL OHGFI ZJ ,ZI, XN, XM,LJ,N,HGB I 
THE ARGUMENTS ARE STAGGERRED ON PURPOSE 
FAK=FAK+~GB/IZl•XM•l.51 
Y:i::fAK*Y 
M-afll+l 
FK•FK+Y 
IF(N.EQ.IN.AND.M.EQ.IMIGO TO 11 
IFIM.NE.IMIGO TO 10 
N-zN+l 
H•O 
GO TO 10 
11· FK•FK•l+0.251 
ARGA=Vl+Zl+l.5 
ARGB•VJ>ZJ+l.5 
ARGC=ZHl.5 
AllGD=ZJ• 1.5 
ARGVl•Vl+l. 
ARGVJ•VJ+l, 
AA•GAMMAIARGAI 
AB•GAMMAIARGBI 
AC=GAMHAIARGCI 
AD=GAMMA IARGD I 
AVl•GAHMAI ARGYi I 
80/80 LIST 
000000000 l l l l l l l l ll 22222l2222H33 333333444444444455555555556666666606 77 7 7 77 77 778 
l 2345678901H4567890123456 78'1012H5b 7R'l0123456 7890123456 789012 345678QC 123456 lS!QO 
CARD 
0271 
0272 
0273 
0274 
0275 
0276 C 
0277 C 
0278 
0279 C 
0280 
0281 
0282 
0283 
0284 
0285 
0286 
0287 
0288 
0289 
0290 
0291 
C292 
0293 
0294 
0295 
0296 
0297 
0298 
0299 
0300 C 
0301 
0302 
0303 
0304 
0305 
0306 
0307 
0308 
0309 
0310 
0311 
0312 
0313 
0314 
0315 
0316 
0317 
0318 
0319 
0320 
0321 
0322 
0323 
0324 
AVJ=GAM~AIARGVJI , 
X-NORM• 4.*AA*AB/t AVl*AVJ•AC•AC*AD•ADI 
FK=FK*XNORI' 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE SL(Vl,VJ,Ll,LJ,LK,LL,1",XK,SLK) 
THIS SUBROUTINE ASSEMBLES THE SLATER INTEGRALS FOR THE EXCHANGE ENERGY 
XLA:sl I 
XLR.•LJ 
XLC•LK 
XLD•LL 
H•O 
N•O 
SLl(•O • 
14 XMmM 
XN•N 
XNC.::ii:XM+XN 
ARG•I XLUXLB+xLC+xLO I II •2.0 I >XNC+2.5. 
Y•GAHl'AURGI 
Y•Y/1 2 .•*ARGI 
CALL AFIVI ,VJ,LI ,LJ,N,AI 
Y==-=Y*A 
CALL Af(_VI ,VJ,Ll<,LL,fll,-BJ 
Y:v•e 
CALL EHGFI XLA, XLB, XLC, XLD, XM,·XN,XK ,EGFI 
FAK:a:EGFIC XLA+XLB+2.•XN+XK+3.) 
CALL EHGFIXLC,XLD,XLA,XLB,XN,XM,XK,AGFI 
THE ARGUMENTS ARE STAGGERRED ON PURPOSE 
FAK=FAK+AGF/IXLC•XLD+2.*XM•XK•3.I 
YzfAK*Y 
NzN+l 
INs[M+l 
SLK•SLK+Y 
IFIN.EQ.IN.ANO.M,EQ.ll'IGO TO 15 
IFIN.NE.INICO TO 14 
M•M+l 
N•O 
GO TD 14 
15 SLK•SLK•I 0.51 
XNORM• 1. 
IC•O 
Xl•XLA 
V-•VI 
16 IC•IC+l 
ARGA•V+xL+l.5 
ARGB•XL+l.5 
ARGV•V>l 
AA•GAHMAIARGAI 
AB=GAl'MAIARGBI 
AV•GAMMA(ARGVI 
XZ•I 2.*AA/(AV•AB•ASII 
XZ=XZ•• 0.5 
-...J 
.i:,-, 
CARG 
032~ 
0326 
0327 
0328 
0329 
0330 
0331 
0332 
0133 
0334 
0335 
0336 
0337 
0338 
OH9 
0340 
0341 
0342 
0343 
OH4 
0345 
0346 
0347 
0348 
0349 
0350 
0351 
0352 
0353 
0354 
0355 
0356 
0357 
0358 
0359 
0360 
0361 
0362 
0363 
0364 
0365 
0366 
0367 
9368 
0369 
0370 
0371 
0372 
0.373 
0374 
0375 
0376 
0377 
0378 
80/BC LIST 
000000000 l l ll l l l ll 1222 Z 2' i:2222 33 ?- 33 333 33~'14 1,4,.,,444'55S5555 55. 56666&66b6b t 1111111118 
12345b78901234567890l23456789Cl~34~bl890l134~67B90123456189012l~~b7B9Cl234567Rq0 
XNOR~=XNOR•oxz 
XL=XLC 
GO TO (16,17,18,lql,IC 
17 XL=XLB 
V.::irVJ 
GO TO 16 
lB XLzXtD 
GO TO 16 
19 SLK• SLK*XNOR~ 
RHURN 
END 
c 
c 
SUBROUT JNE 01-fGF C XL Ar XLB, XH, XN,LB ,H ,HGF I 
Dl~ENSION AIIOOI 
c HVPERGEOMfTRlC FUNCTION FOR TliE DIRECT INTEGRALS 
HGF•l. 
[•l8+'4 
lfll.EO.OIGO 10 35 
OG 32 Jzt, I 
XJ•J 
A I J) s (-L. 01 *I -fXLA+XM) •XJ-1.) I I Xl'B+XN+2 .5+XJ-l e) 
IF(J.EQ.llGO TO 32 
AIJl•AIJ-1 l*AIJI 
32 CONTINUE 
DO 34 J•l, I 
34 HGF=HGF+AI JI 
35 HGF=HGF*2• 
RETURN 
ENO 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE AFIVl,VJ,Ll,LJ,NC,AFGI 
DIMENSION A1501,Bl501 
t BAILEY COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SUMS 
AFG•l. 
IFI r«:.EQ.O I RETURN 
XLI•LI 
XLJ•lJ 
XNC•NC 
00 52 J•l,NC 
XJ•J 
AIJI• 1-VJ+XJ-l,1/IXJ*fXLJ+XJ+l.5-1,11 
BIJI • 1-V l +XJ-1.1/1 XJ•IXl l+XJ+ 1.5-1.11 
c XJ GENERATES TH FACTORIAL 
IFIJ.EQ,llGO TO 52 
AIJl•AIJ-1 l*AIJI 
BIJl•BI J-ll•BIJI 
52 CONTINUE 
AFG•BINCl+AINCI 
IFINC.EQ,llRETURN 
NA•NC-1 
DO 53 IJ•l ,NA 
IW•NC-lJ 
CARO 
~379 
0380 
0381 
0382 
03P3 
0384 
0385 
0306 
0387 
C388 
0369 
0390 
0391 
0192 
1)3q3 
0394 
C395 
0396 
0397 
0398 
0399 
0400 
0401 
0402 
0403 
0404 
0405 
0406 
0407 
0408 
0409 
0410 
0411 
0412 
0413 
0414 
0415 
0416 
0417 
0418 
0419 
0420 
0421 
0422 
04.23 
0424 
0425 
0426 
0427 
0428 
0429 
0430 
0431 
0432 
80/80 LIST 
000000000111111111122222z222z333313333340••••••••ssssssssss66666666667711r11111e 
1234567890121456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678qQ(234567Hq01234567"S0 
c 
c 
53 4FG~AFG+AI !J l*BI !WI 
RETURN 
ENO 
~UBROlJT INE RE OMA Tl XLA ,XLB, XK, XJA, X JB.R I 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE SQUARE OF THE REDUCED MATRIK ElEMENT 
C IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE TRIANGULAR CONOITICNS ARE SATISFIEC OR ERRORS 
C RESULT 
XN• 0.0 
S• 1. 
32 YzXN-(XLi+XLB+Xkl 
V•ASSIYI 
!FCY.LT, l.E-061GO TO 33 
XNzXN+t. 
. S•-S 
GO TO 32 
33 !FIS.GT. O.IGO TC 34 
C If L+l'+K IS ODD , THEN THE REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENT IS lfRO 
C P.ETURN IS MACE TC STATEMENT 35 TO AVOID USELESS STEPS 
R• 0.0 
RETURII 
lit AA•XJA+XJB-XK+l.O 
AAA•GAMMAI AAI 
A8•XJA+XK-XJ8+1.0 
ABB•GAMMAUBI 
A(•XJB~XK-XJA+l .O 
ACC•GAMMAUCI 
A.D•XJA+X JS +XK+2 .O 
ADD•GAMMAC ADI 
OELTSQ•(jAA*ABB•ACCI/ADD 
XN• 0. 
S•l. 
35 Y•XN-IXJA+XJB+XKI 
Y•ABSIY .. 
IF(Y.LT. l.E-061GO TO 36 
XN•XN+l. 
S•-S 
GO TO 35 
36 !FIS.GT, o.lGO rn·37 
AO=- o.s•t XK+XJ8+XJA+3.0 I 
AC• o.s•CXJ8+XK-XJ·A+2.0 I 
AB• o.s•txJA+XK-XJ8+2.o, 
AA• 0.5*1XJA+XJA-XK+l.Ol 
GO TO 31 
37 AO.a o.s•t XK+XJA+XJB+2.0.J 
AC• 0.5•1 XJB+XK-XJA+l.01 
AB• 0.5*1 XJA+XK-XJB+l.O I 
U• 0.5*1XJA+XJB-XK•2.0I 
38 ADO-GAMMAIADI 
ACC•GAMMA I AC I 
ABB•GAMl'A I A5 I 
AU•GAMM,IAAI 
FO•ADD/1 UA*ABB*ACC I 
""' VI
CARD 
0433 
0434 
0435 
0436 
0437 
0438 
0439 
0440 
0441 
0442 
0443 
0444 
0445 
0446 
04,.7 
80/80 LIST 
coooooooo l l 1111111122 2 222222233 333313 3344444444445 555 5555556666666666 7 7177777178 
12345678901234567890123456 7890123456 7890123456 7890123456 7890123456 78'10123456 7 890 
c 
SENTRY 
FD=FO*FD 
Rs 4oO*OELTSO*FO 
RETURN 
END 
1.0 6.0 
2 
0.2308 1.5000 0.6154 2.5000 
2 2 
0 0 1-1 0 l 2-1 
o.5 1.5 
C l O l 
0.5 
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